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SUPPLEMENT TO BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
BOLTED AND RIVETED JOINTS
by
John W. Fisher
This work was carried out as a part of the Bibliography on Bolted
and Riveted Connections Project, sponsored by the Research Council
on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints.
Fritz Engineering Laboratory
Department of Civil Engineering
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania·
December 1968
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 302.4
In this supplement are presented abstracts of articles
on mechanically fastened joints that have appeared since the
publication of ASCE Manual No. 48 which covered work up to Sep-
tember 1966.
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302.4
ABSTRACT
Altogether, 106 abstracts were prepared and are in-
cluded in this report. These are supplemented with graphical
summaries and subject and author indexes.
-1
The publication of the Bibliography on Bolted and Riveted
Structural Joints as ASCE Manual No. 48 provided a summary of the
work performed on mechanically fastened joints up to September
1966. Detailed abstracts and indexes were provided along with
suitable graphical summaries.
Ttis report supplements ASCE Manual No. 48 and covers
literature on riveted and bolted structural joints that has ap-
peared since September 1966 up to June 1968. It also includes
several reports from previous years not covered in the Manual.
The same format is used in this supplement as was used in the
Bibliography. This includes a brief summary of the work under-
taken, the references and abstracts, graphical summary tables,
and author and subject indexes.
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INTRODUCTION
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1966
(66-20).
Various applications of gluing were discussed by Jacquet
Tests on riveted joints reported by Yarimci and Slutter
(63-28) provided the basis for the formulas for fasteners loaded
off center suggested by Higgins (64-19).
-3
CHRONOLOGICAL REVIEW
Brookhart, Siddiqi and Vasarhelyi (66-6, 66-27) reported
on the behavior of galvanized bolts and joints. It was suggested
that turn-of-nut installation was superior for galvanized bolts.
The slip coefficient was examined by Kurperus (66-22)
for ST37 and ST52 steels. This study indicated that the slip co-
efficient was not greatly different 'for these steels for similar
surface conditions.
Several investigators have attempted to improve slip
resistance by gluing the joint. Trittler and Doernen (64-57)
reported on blast cleaned joints coated'with epoxy resin and
bolted with high-strength bolts. This study indicated that the
gluing increased the slip resistance 100% over the blast cleaned
joint.
Prior to 1966
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1967
Slip ~ests indicated that hot-dip galv.anizing decreased the slip
resistance by 20 percent. However, cold zinc paint, metallized
surfaces, and vinyl wash surfaces yielded about the same re-
sistance as clean mill scale.
An extensive study on the behavior of various types of
nuts was reported by" Chesson; Munse, Vinver and Dineen (67-3).
It ·included heavy, finished-thick, and finished hex nuts on min-
imum and maximum strength A325 bolts.
Reversed cyclic loading of bolted beam-to-column con-
nections were carried out by Popov (66-30) and showed no adverse
effect on the bolted joint. Similar tests on bolted and riveted
joints in steel beams were reported by Yamada and Nakaza (66-31).
-4
Fabry discussed an electronically controlled hydraulic
tightening device which can apply direct tension to the bolt. and
permit installation without torsion (66-43). Calibration studies
of bolt tension were reported by Ivanchenko and Suvorov (66-44).
Lubrication of threads and bearing surface reduced variation in
torque-tension relationship.
A study of the vibration characteristics of portal
frames with different types of connections by Chatlerjee and
Chakrabarti (66-37) indicated that semi rigid joints provided
better damping than for rigid connections.
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Maseide and Selberg (67-5) reported on static and fatigue
tests of bolted joints with various surface conditions. This study
indicated the merit of grit-blasting hot-dip galvanized faying
surfaces.
Kulak and Fisher (67-11) reported on the strength and
slip resistance of A514 steel joints fastened by A490 bolts. The
experimental work was used to examine parameters studied pre-
viously by theoretical methods.
Kulak (67-29) examined theoretically the behavior of
AS14 steel joints fastened with either A325 or A490 bolts. The
validity of the theoretical study was confirmed by tests of large
joints. He also examined the design of AS14 steel joints and pro-
posed criteria for joint design.
Vasarhelyi and Chiang (64-4, 67-12) summarized tests on
small bolted joints with mill scale surfaces. A36, A440 and AS14
steel was examined. Munse (67-16) reported on studies of gal-
vanized bolts and joints. Hot dip galvanized bolts were observed
to require lubrication prior to installation. Although the slip
resistance of galvanized joints was only about half that for clean
mill scale, the galvanized joints tended to slip less and also
"locked-up" after a few cycles. No effect was observed on the
fatigue strength.
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Kormanik and Fisher (67-29) examined theoretically the
behavior of hybrid joints. This study indicated that joints of
several steels behaved similarly to homogeneous joints fabricated
from one type of steel.
Brechting (67-36) summarized the design and construction
of a bridge with galvanized members and fasteners. Beeswax was
used to lubricate the bolt threads prior to installation. Khan
(67-37) discussed the field bolting of the John Hancock Center.
Vasarhelyi and Chen (67-42) reported bn the behavior of
butt splices with slightly different thicknesses of the main plates.
The slip resistance was reduced with increasing differences in main
plate thickness. If the distance of the first row of bolts from
the edge of the thinner plate was increased enough to permit the
plates to be effectively clamped together, no reduction was noted.
Allan and Fisher (67-32) reported on tests of bolted
joints with oversized and slotted holes. This study indicated that
holes with up to 1/4 in. clearance (1 in. bolts) did not reduce the
slip resistance, cause excessive loss in bolt tension, or prevent
the attainment of desired bolt tension. When larger clearances
(5/16 in.) or slotted holes were present, the slip resistance was
decreased from 20 to 30 percent.
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1968
Kulak and Fisher (68-1) examined analytical and experi-
mental work on A514 steel bolted joints and proposed design cri-
teria for the joint and connected material.
Fisher and Kulak (67-43) summarized experimental studies
of hybrid and A514 steel joints. These provided confirmation of
previous theoretical studies (67-29, 67-39).
Sfintesco and Dauphin (67-46) evaluated the behavior of
bolted butt plate'beam-to-column joints. The study confirmed the
adequateness of design provisions for friction joints subjected to
combined shear and moment.
~7
Lee, O'Connor and Fisher (68-8) evaluated the slip be-
havior of blast cleaned joints with various surface treatments.
The study included vinyl washes and linseed oil coatings and three
uncoated joints. The slip resistance of the vinyl wash and lin-
seed oil coatings was equivalent to clean mill scale surfaces even
when exposed for two months to the industrial environment •• The
uncoated joints (rusted) all provided greater slip resistance than
surface treated or clean mill scale joints.
Studies undertaken by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (68-4)
on bolted lap splices indicated that galvanized surfaces exhibited
slip under sustained loading. Bearing bolts were less sensitive
to time ~ dependent slip.
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Lee and Fisher (68-9) reported on studies of splices with
rectangular or circular fillers inserted between the faying sur-
face. The study indicated that a reduction in slip resistance may
result when fillers are inserted. However, there was no signifi-
cant variation with increases in filler thickness as the same
reduction was observed for all thicknesses.
Yoshida and Fisher (68-11) summarized work on two large
shingle splices that simulated half of a chord member from the
Baton Rouge Interstate Bridge. This study indicated that complex
bolted joints are unlikely to slip the full hole clearance. Also
it showed that riveted joints can be expected to slip about 1/2
the amount exhibited by bolted joints and that riveted joints
exhibited greater deformations than similar bolted joints at all
stages of loading.
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The work has been guided by the Council's Committee on
Bibliography (R. B. Belford, Chairman and Messrs. J. E. Burke,
E. L. Erickson, L. S. Beedle, T. R. Higgins and E. J. Ruble,
members).
Sincere appreciation is due Rosemary Polefka who pre-
pared many of the abstracts and assisted in the preparation of
other sections. Thanks are also due Sharon Balogh for preparing
the drawings and to Shirley Labert for typing the manuscript.
This report is apart of the continuing study, conducted
at Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh University, Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania on mechanically fastened joints. The Research Council
on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints has sponsored the project.
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RESULTS OF TESTS ON RIVETED CONNECTIONS, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No.
200.63.403.1, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Po., April 1963
Price, J. I. and Trask, D. K.
THE 'RELATION BE~EN TORQUE AND TENSION FOR HIGH STRENGTH THREADED FASTENERS, National
Bureau of Standards Report 7308, August 1961
This report is concerned with work done to determine the relations between applied
torque and resultant tension for two diameters of high strength aircraft fasteners.
Each fastener consisted of a. bolt, a self-locking nut and associated washers; in
most tests at least five specimens were used. The factors varied during this inves-
tigation were joint materials, bolt grip length, lubricant, end of fastener turned,
and number of successive tightenings. The investigation presented several substan-
tial'results. Removal of the lubricant on fasteners as received increased the torque
required for installation. The addition of a graphite and petrolatum lubricant to
the sliding surfaces reduces the torque reqUired to produce the desired tensile force.
The relations between torque and te~sion are equally valid for torque applied to the
head or nut. The length of the bolt did not have an appreciable effect on the torque-
tension relations. Repeated installations had significant effects on the torque-
tension relations for these fasteners. Fasteners, as received or with the lubricant
removed, required higher' torque with each installation. The self-locking device in-
fluenced the torque-tension relations. Repeated installations of a fastener caused
a lessening of the locking torque. The effect of magnesium, aluminum, titanium, and
steel spacers was also studied.
This report evaluates the results of a series of ten tests of riveted web angle con-
nections. The purpose of the tests was t:J study the effect of neglecting all or part
of the eccentricity in designing such connections. In addition, five single rivet
specimens were tested in double shear. The effect of the eccentricity on the ultimate
load carrying capacity of the rivet group can be accurately predicted by' a simple
elastic-plastic analysis. The load versus deformation curve of a rivet group exhibits
a knee at yielding of the extreme rivet. The load at which this knee occurs can be
predicted by elastic analysis. The extreme conditions for which the elastic-plastic
analysis for ultimate load is valid was not determined in these tests. Deformations
and strength measured in these tests are those of the rivets alone. In the working
load range, rivet groups used in end connections for simple beams ore not subjected to
the nominal moment P.e.; hence, the factors of safety for these rivets are in general
greater than those of the specimens tested in 'this investigation. A rule for the
design of connections with eccentrically loaded rivet groups can be formulated on the
basis of neglecting a portion of the actual eccentricity.
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63-27
beam to column connections; plastic design; bolts; welding;
dynamic loading
high strength fasteners; joint materials; self-locking nut; washers;
torque'; tension; spacers; lubricants
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I THE RATIONAL DESIGN OF BEAM TO COWMN CONNECTIONS, Transactions of the Engineering I
I Institute of Conada, VoL 6, No. A-5, Paper No. EIC-63-BR & STR 11, November 1963 I
I II This paper discusses the problem of beam to column connections and critically reviews
the recommendations affecting the plastic design of bolted and welded connections.
I Present outlook is that the optimum structure is achieved by entertaining plasticity
I at ~s many points in the structure as possible. Connections should be designed to
I fail at maximum moment together with the connected elements. Additional research
I might <31so be carried out to examine the connection problem in cases of dynamic load-
I ing, where this loading is of such intensity and frequency as to constitute a. problem
I intermediate between the conventional static and fatigue problems.
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KEY ~ORDS: riveted web angle connections; eccentricity; ultimate load;
elastic-plastic analysis
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DIE VORGESPANNTE KLEBVERBINIXlNG, EINE WEITEREN'lWICXWNG DER VERBINDUNlSTECHNIK IM
STAHLBAU, (THE PRESTRESSED GWED JOINT FOR STEEL CONNECTIONS), Der ~tahlbau, September
1964, (Civil Engineering - ASCE, April 1965) p. 75
Prestressed glued joints are used to improve the transmission of forces through a
friction-type bolted connection. After an initial sandblasting the contact surfaces
are coated with a polyester or epoxy resin and are strongly pressed together by high-
strength bolts. It has been found that the maximum prestressing efficiency is attained
when the high-strength bolts press the connecting surfaces together at approximately
2 to 3.5 ksi. In such a case the ultimate shear stress is cbout 4.0 ksi; with a
factor of safety of 2.5, the allowable shear stress of the connection is assumed to be
1.6,ksi. An unprestressed glued connection is about half as stron~ under stctic load-
ing and very reliable under dynamic loading. Under present' German conditions it 'is
considered more economical to use polyester resins than epoxy ones. A number of pipe
buildings, prOVided with walkways, were built which were completely aS,sembled with
prestressed glued connections.
KEY WORDS: steel connections; prestressed glued joints
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64-57
Tsfas, B. S.
DESIGNING TIGHTENED THREADED JOINTS FOR IMPACT LOADS, Izvestiya Vysshikh Uchebnykh
Zavedenii Mashinostroenie, No.8, 1965, pp. 87-92
Dynamic stresses arising in a bolt system as a result o~ impact are calcua~ted on
the basis of a theory of tightened joints and ,;In apprOXlmate theory of reslstance
of materials to impact loads. It is assumed throughout the study that HookeTs Law
is obeyed. To obtain accurate dynamic-stress values, the m.ass of the sys~em to
which the load is applied must be taken into account. Other factors, bes1.des the
weight of the system, which were taken into acc~unt in the derived expres~i~n for
the dynamic stress are: (1) the weight of the :Lmpact load; (2) the coeff1.C1ent of
restitution' (3) the kinetic energy of the impact; (4) number of elements, includ-
ing the bolt itself the intermediate members of the system, and the joints of all
the members of the ~ystem; and (5) the force that would be in effect if the impact
load were to be applied gradually (as a static load). The calculation of the ori-
ginal preload in the joint, the axial tens~le forc: acting on the wIt,. ~nd the
resulting compressive force acting on the 1ntermed1ate members of the J01nt, on
the basis of the derived expressions for the dynamic stress, is demonstrated by
a practical example.
The fatigue strength of double-row riveted 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 'aluminum-alloy lap-
joints was determined using constant.-amplitude and programmed loading. Various aluminum-
alloy rivets (types AD and DD snap rivets and Avdel blind rivets) .;.nd steel Huck bolts
were used in order to study the effect of the type of rivet on the fatigue strength of
light-alloy riveted joints. From the results of the constant-amplitude load tests, it
was found that joints 'constructed with Avctel rivets had noticeably lower .fatigue prop-
erties than joints constructed with snap rivets or Huck bolts of the same diameter.
However, because the test results for snap rivets and Huck bolts did not always show a
consistent trend, no conclusions were made with regard to a preference between the two
types of fasteners. In the programmed tests, fatigue life for the joints constructed
with snap rivets was found to be about four times greater than the fatigue life of
joints constructed with Avdel rivets of the same diameter. Good agreement was found
between the constant-amplitude and programmed-test results with regard to the effect of
the type of rivet and grain direction on the fatigue properties of the joints. The
programmed tests indicated a greater effect of the sheet alloy on the fatigue properties
of the joints than did the constant-amplitude tests. The prograrruned tests revealed
2024-T3 aluminum-alloy joints to be superior to 7075-T6 aluminum-alloy joints. The
Palmgren-Miner rule (riJ ~ 1)' which prOVides a rough estimate of the fatigue life of
aircraft structural elements, was found to be a conservative estimate for these joints.
Nearly all values of r.B were greater than unity.
-11
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analysis; bolts; joints i impact loads; dynamic stressKEY WORDS:
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I CONSTANT LOAD AMPLITUDE AND PROGRAMME FATIGUE TESTS ON SINGLE LAP JOINTS IN CLAD
I 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY WITH 'lWO RONS OF RIVETS OR HUCK BOLTS, National
I Aero-and-Astronautical Research Insitute, Amsterdam, Netherlands, July 15, 1965
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KEY WORDS: aluminum; Huck bolts; rivets; fatigue; joints
65-41
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KUdryavtsev, I. V., and Chizhik, V. N.
A STUDY OF THE FATIGUE OF BOLTED JOINTS IN SEA WATER, Soviet Materials Science, Vol.l,
No.4, July - August 1965, pp. 340-343. (Translation of Fiziko Khimicheskaya
Mekhanika Materialov).
An investigation was undertaken to improve the fatigue strength of bolted joints in
seawater, by work hardening the thread surfaces· or zinc plating) and bolts. The bolts
were made from the steels 40Kh, 40KhNMA, lBKhNVA, and NN-3B. Four groups of speci-
mens (all with cut threads) were prepared from each steel. These groups consisted
of (1) untr:ated bolts, (2) bolts that were work hardened after threading, (3) bolts
that were z~nc plated after threading, and (4) bolts that were work hardened and
zinc plated after threading. The fatigue limit of unnotched control specimens tested
in air ranged from 36 to 46kg/mm2 at 10 x las cycles. Fatigue limits for the four
groups of bolts studied were as ~ollows: (1) untreated, 12 to 14 kg/mm2 , (2) work
hardened, 20 to 31 kg/mm2 , (3) Z1nc plated, 17 to 21 kg/mm2 , and (4) work hardened
and. zinc ~l~ted, 34 to 4S kg/mm2 • From these results it can be seen that, although
fat~gue 11JIuts are low for untreated steel bolts in seawater environments the
fatigue limits can be improved 107 to 250 percent by the combined post-th~eading
t:reatments of work hardening and zinc plating.
KEY WORDS: bolts; bolted joints; fatigue strength j seawater j work hardening;
thread surfaces; zinc plating
65-42
KEY WORDS: bolts; nuts; prestressed bolts
BOOTEN MET HOPE WEERSTAND, Revue C. Brussels, Belgium, Vol. 3, No. 12, 1965, pp. 321-
325;.Vol. 4, No.1, 1966, pp.3-6
The uses of prestressed bolts in steel construction assemblies in which the forces are
transmitted by friction contact between the working elements are examined. Con-
siderations are given to the rules. regarding the application of these bolts, stressed
to a predetermined torque, as well as to a means of ascertaining the necessary pre-
stress. Attention is drawn to the importance of the bolts I quality and finish.
Finally, the importance of economical manufacture is shown. In Dutch.
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SEALANT RIDES IN FASTENER swr, Iron Age, Vol. 19 , No.6, February 1966, pp. 64-65
Gluing in steel constructi:m i.s examined. The author deals with the way in which
shearing stresses in glued joints are transmitted, comparing them to riveted or
bolted joints and giving possible causes of failure. Also discussed is the strength
of a glued joint which can be increased by such things as the preparation of the sur-
faces cnd by different methods of use. The glues are studied from the point ',:>f view
of clossification and of components and their specific qualities. Various types of
j:>int design are considered. In French.
A patent has been awarded for an improved lockbolt that :o~bines 30 -. 40~ greater
fastening strength with the ability to form a leakproof Jo~nt: In t~~s ~m~roved
version the Duter surface of the pin member of the lockbolt J.5 provJ.ded wlth an
axial g~oove that cuts through the annular grooves. Also, a modified malleable
collar is swaged onto the pin member. Sealant is applied to the annular grooves.
When the lockbolt is utilized for a fastening application, hydrostatic pressure
forms, the sealant excapes through the axial groove, thus permitting the collar to
enter the annular gooves readily. Previously, trapped sealant prevented the mal-
leable collar from swaging properly. Leakage tests were conducted on Q test panel
containing wet- installed lockbolts. These tests were conducted in a hydrocarbon
fluid containing a small amount of Zyglo fluore~cent dye. After flexing the test
panel by cyclic pressure from 2 to 12 psig for 2S, 000 cycles at 140 F, then 7300
cycles at -65 F, the lockbolts showed no evidence of leakage. J<?int s~ear strengths
were determined for wet - and dry-installed grooved lockbolts and drY-J.nstalled
standard lockbolts. For O. OSO-inch thick 7075 - T6 aluminum sections, the ulti-
mate load were 2210 1980 and 1960 lb, respectively. Yield loads were 1530, 1410,
and 1300 lb. These' impro~ed lockbolts are being used on the U. S. Navy's F-llIB.
fighter aircraft.
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lockbolt; leakproof joint; axial groove; annular groove; sealantKEY WORDS:
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Jccquet, J. I
COLLAGE ET CONSTRUCTION METALLIQUE, Annales of the Institute Technique du Batiment et
des Travaux Publics, Vol. 19, No. 218, February 1966, pp. 255-273
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KEY WORDS: connections; glued joints
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Soifer,. Herman
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DESIGN OF BASE PLATES AND ANCHOR BOLTS WITH SIMPLE ASSUMPTIONS Civil Engineeri·ng
ASeE, April 1966, p. 63 '
Rapid and reasonable solutions can be found for the design of column base plates and
anchor bolts subject to overturning. A straight- forward method will achieve this
without resort to the unrealistic assumptions of the reinforced-concrete beam analogy.
This analogy should be qualified because it is not exact and the location of the
centroid of the compression area depends upon the relative stiffness of components of
the base-plate assembly. Basically the problem consists of considering the applied
downward eccentric load, the upward concrete compression, and the downward anchor-
bolt tension force. A solution can be found without using design charts or cubic
equations.
I
KEY WORDS; anchor bolts; beams; column base plates; compression; concrete; design;
stresses; structural engineering j structural members
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THE RATIO BE'l'IIEEN THE SLIP FACTOR OF Fe 52 and Fe37, C.E.A.C.M. X-6-27, Stevin-Lab-
oratory, Technical University, Delft, Holland, 1966
The ratio of the' coefficients of friction of Fe 37 and Fe 52 steel with untreated and
shotblasted surfaces was investigated using four specimens. in each test. The variables,
steel quality, treatment, open-air storage before shotblasting, and open-air storage
after blasting were investigated. For untreated contact surfaces, the slip factor of
Fe 52 steel was clearly lower than the one of Fe 37 steel.. If .the loose mill scale is
removed ·from the surface by a wire-brush, a slip factor of 0.30 can be considered per-
missible. It took Fe S2 longer to reach this condition; it may have been caused by a
better adhesion of the mill scale on the Fe 52 plate. The average slip factors for all
of the pieces tested irrunediately after shotblasting were 0.55 (0 = 0.06) for Fe 37 and
0.65 (0 = 0.075) for Fe 52. The calculated ratio of IJ(Fe 52): IJ(Fe 37) was 1.18. If
the components are stored· in the open-air after blasting for another three weeks, the
values for Fe 37 and Fe 52 are 0.54 (0 = 0.035) and 0.60 (0 = 0.05) respectively, and
the ratio is 1.11. If the storage time in the open-air is set at one week, the results
are worse due to a thin layer of rust which acts as a "lubricant". This series clearly
indicates that a ratio of 1.33 for the permissible friction-factors of Fe 52 and Fe 37
will not be correct.
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KEY WORDS: coefficient of friction; surface treatment; open-air storage;
high-strength bolts
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Zink, H. G.
BOLZENSCHUSSVERBINDUNGEN, Bauzeitung, Vol. 20, No.5, 6, May 1966, pp. 245-248, June,
pp. 300-302
Bolted connections by using cartridge power are investigated. Tests were made at the
Construction Academy in East Germany with steel bolted with steel, and steel bolted
with concrete, using dowels fired into the connections. The tests yielded positive
results. The plates, 10 mm. thick, were shot through and clearly fastened on the
bottom. In German.
KEY WORDS: bolts; nuts; connections; cartridge power
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Clark, S. K. and Cook, J. J.
VIBRATORY LOOSENING OF BOLTS, SAE Paper 660432, paper presented at Mid-Year Meeting of
Society of Automotive Engineers, University of Michigan, Detroit, ~ichigan, June 6-10,
1966, 10 pp.
Bolts can loosen in joints as the result of either fluctuating tension loads or fluc-
tuating torques (i. e. a relative rotation between two mating pa rts that have been
joined with a bolt). In this investigation, bolt looseness was determined for several
self-locking bolts by applying fluctuating torques because fluctuating tension loads
failed to loosen tightly torqued self-locking bolts. At an initial tightening stress
of 75,000 psi and a fluctuating torque of 822 inch-pounds, the mean cycles to loosen a
standard cap screw, a symmetric self-locking bolt, and an asymmetric self-locking bolt
were 25.4, 28.4, and 33.8 cycles, respectively. With a fluctuating torque of 940 inch-
pounds, the values were 2L:.9, 27.2, and 31.8, respectively. Bolt-looseness curves are
also presented for these bolts in which torque amplitude is plotted against cycles-to-
loosen for various initial bolt-tightening stresses. The curves are similar to fatigue
curves in that, as torque amplitude decreased, the cycles needed to loosen a bolt in-
creased until, eventually, a point was reached where the bolts withstood low torque am-
plitude almost indefinitely without loosening. It was concluded that bolt overloads
contributed more toward bolt looseness than small fluctuating torques.
KEY WORDS: fluctuating tension loads; fluctuat;:ing torques; self-locking bolts
66-24
------------------------------------------------
Nester, Ernest, E.
INFLUENCE OF VARIATION OF THE CONTACT AREA UPON THE SLIP RESISTANCE OF A BOLTED JOINT,
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 318.1, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.,
July 1966
If the plates in a joint are not initially flat it may not be possible to bring the
plates together over the entire faying area when the bolts are tightened. To as-
certain whether or not it is necessary to have full contact over the entire faying
area to develop the slip resistance of a joint, fifteen butt joints were tested.
To provide a controlled variation of the possible contact area, round washers were
placed between the main and lap plates of twelve joints. The remaining three joints
were common butt joints used as control specimens. The faying surfaces of the
joints and washers were tight mill scale. The joints with washers between the main
and lap plates had lower average slip coefficients than the control joints, but
there was no significant voriation of s·lip coefficients with different sizes of
washers. The test reported herein and previous studies have indicated that full
contact of the faying surface areas is not necessary to develop the slip resistance
of a joint.
KEY WORDS: contact area; slip resistance; bolted joint; washers
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Earles, S. W. E.
THEORETICAL ESTIMATION OF FRICTIONAL ENERGY DISSIPATION IN SIMPLE LAP JOINT, Journal
of Mechanical Engineering Science, Vol. 8, No.2, June 1966, pp. 207-214
A simple theoretical analysis of a 'simple lap joint is presented which estimates the
frictional. energy dissipation, and concludes that, for any pressure distribution im-
posed along the joint faces by the rivet clamping force, the damping capacity of
the joint is a maximum when force transference is only by friction throughout the joint.
The energy dissipation per cycle and the maximum joint displacement of various con-~
figurations are compared.
KEY WORDS: joint; friction; energy dissipation; lap joint
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KEY WORDS: cryogenic; fastener types; fastener materials; evaluation
THE RESIDUAL STATIC STRENGTH OF A BOLTED JOINT CRACKED IN FATIGUE, Royal Aircraft
Establishment (England), Technical Report, 6611, April 1966, 21pp •..
THE EFFECT OF GALVANIZING AND OF OTHER SURFACE TREATMENTS ON HIGH TENSILE BOLTS AND
BOLTED JOINTS, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle,
Final Report, September 1966
-14
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multibolt joint; fatigue damage; residual static strength
bolts; surface treatment; coefficient of friction
KEY WORDS:
KEY WORDS:
An investigation was made on a multibolt joint to establish the relationship between
fatigue damage and residual static strength. The joints consisted of a bar made
from B.S.L. 65 aluminum alloy bolted between steel side plates. Static tensile
tests were made on joints which had previously been used for a fatigue investigation
in which they had been subjected to varying histories of fatigue loadings but had
not been completely broken. The static failut'es always occurred to the aluminum
alloy bar, and the fracture surfaces were subsequently examined to establish the
percentage of the cross-section that had been cracked by the previous history of
fatigue loading. It was found that joints which showed no evidence of cracking,
apparent to the naked eye when examining the fracture surfaces, retained their
original static strength. Relationships between the percentage of the cross-sectional
area cracked and the residual static strength were established.
A series of tests were conducted investigating the performance of galvanized bolts
and bolted joints. A325 and A490 galvanized bolts were calibrated for both direct
tension and torqued-tension. Altogether 90 bolts were tested in direct tension or
torqued tension. The variables investigated in tightening galvanized bolts and
nuts were overtapping the nut after galvanizing, the type of washer used, the type
of lubricants used, and both manual and power torquing. The torque coefficient is
shown to be considerably reduced when the galvanized bolt is lubricated. The turn-
of-nut method would be suitable to insure the required clamping action in the case
of galvanized bolts, provided that the torquing is carried out by power wrench.
Several bolted joints were tested to determine the· effect of galvanized and metallizing
on the coefficient of friction. Usually three test specimens were tested for each
surface condition and type specimen; altogether, 31 small joints fastened with 4 bolts
each were tested. The tests indicated that hot-dip galvanizing decreased the slip
resistance about 20%. The application of cold zinc paint (Galvicon), hot sprayed zinc
(metallized) and vinyl wash to blast cleaned surfaces provided the same resistance as
clean mill scale. The application of inorganic zinc (Rust Ban) to blast cleaned sur-
faces provided a substantial increase in the slip resistance.
Brookhart, G. C., Siddiqi, 1. H. and Vasarhelyi, D. D.
The objective of this investigation was to characterize those fasteners and materials
most suitable for use at temperatures from -423 F. to 1600 F. Twenty-five classes of
fasteners"'for space vehicles were evaluated. Tests included: tensile, shear, tension
impact, stress rupture, stress relaxation, nut- reusability, nut vibration, corrosion
resistance (sea-coast and accelerated salt-spray atmospheres), and effects ,of thermal
cycling and relaxation on the mechanical properties. Stress-corrosion susceptibility,
platings, coatings, and fastener reliability were also investigated. In addition, nine
potential fastener materials were fabricated into 12-point tension bolts which were
then evaluated. The following fastener materials exhibited acceptable properties at
-423 F: U-212, cold-reduced A-286, all nickel-base alloys tested during the program,
and unaged L-605. AISI H-ll, and Ti-5Al-2.5 Sn (ELI) were suitable down to -320 F.
the remaining materials were unsuitable for space vehicles at cryogenic temperatures.
Conclusions were also included regarding specification needs. Fastener reliability
should·be insured by these tests; axial tensile, angle block tensile, tension impact,
double shear, stress rupture, and stress relaxation. Vibration testing at low tem-
peratures appeared to be insignificant. As fastener diameters increase, tensile and
shear strengths decrease at -423 F. Thermal cycling did not affect locking character-
istics of nuts, mechanical properties, or the micro-structure of fasteners. Stress
relaxation at maximum temperatures did not affect bolt properties in most cases.
Gowen, E. F., Jr. and Glacken, ~. J.
FASTENERS FOR CRYOGENIC APPLICATIONS, Metal Progress, Vol. 90, No .1, July 1966,
pp. 76-78
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Popov, E. P.
L<M-CYCLE FATIGUE OF STEEL BEAM-TO-COLUMN CONNECTIONS, Uni~ersity of California,
Berkeley, 1966. (Given at Mexico City, September 15-17, 1966)
Experimental results of the behavior of three types of steel beam-to-column connections
widely 'used in building construction are presented; 8'vf20 beam sections were used in
the tests. The repeated and completely reversed cyclic loadings applied at the end
of cantilevers induced large strains near the support. A new approach for estimating
the inelastic de·flection of beams for cyclic loading in the prebuckled regime is dis-
cussed in detail. Numerous hysteresis loops are given for the connections investigated.
One of the most striking phenomena opserved in severely strained steel specimens in
alternating at' cyclic loading is the rapidity of adjustment to a nearly steady-state
condition •. Residual stresses appear to playa minor role. On loadings in the reverse
direction, the Bauschinger effect is very pronounced. These facts suggest the need
for a basic reexamination of the classical plastic theory for steel where severe load
reversals are considered.
KEY WORDS: low cycle fatigue; beam-to-column connections; inelastic deflection
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Yamada, I. M. and Nakaza, I. I.
Law CYCLE FATIGUE OF RIVETED AND HIGH STRENGTH BOLTED JOINTS IN STEEL BEAMS, Depart-
ment of Engineering, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan, 1966
Low cycle fatigue behavior of riveted and high strength bolted joints in steel beams
under constant amplitude of deflection is discussed by the authors. The transition
and stabilization of hysteresis loop of fastener with·the increase of number of
cycles, its process until failure or the relationship between amplitude of deflection
and numbers of cycles until their failure are shown here. At least three different
specimens were used in the tests on r"iveted connections and on high strength bolted
connection. Hysteresis loops of fastener joints under such a loading condition
have very singular characteristics. After several cycles the loop gradually changes
into a stationary state and it is formed from two parts, friction part and bearing
part. Only the bearing part is influenced by variation of deflection amplitude but
very slightly. Therefore, the relation between deflection amplitude and numbers of
cycles until fracture is very complex. This complexity seems to come from the sin-
gUlarity of hysteresis loop characteristics. This is the first engineering approach
for such a problem.
KEY WORDS: low cycle fatigue; deflection; riveted joints; high strength bolted joints
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SOME NOTES ON SCREWED FASTENINGS SUBJECT TO FLUCTUATING LOADS, Society of Engineers
(Inc.) - Journal, Westminster, England, Vol. 57, No.3, July - September 1966,
pp. 131-142
Some points concerning the design and manufacture of fasteners subject to fluctuating
loads, and some specific failures due to fatigue and to fretting corrosion are
discussed. .
KEY WORDS: fastener; fatigue; corrosion
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Samonov, C.
STIFFNESS CONSTANTS IN BOLTED CONNECTIONS, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering Trans-
actions, The Institution of Engineers, Australia, Vol. MC2, No.2, November 1966
The author develops a method of calculating the stiffness constants for bolted con-
nections of machine parts. He also indicates how the basic loading diagram should
be modified in order to increase the accuracy and reliability of calculations of
forces in bolted assemblies. The analysis deals only with the materials which obey
Hooke's Law. The actual shape of the deformed portion of member and the mode of
application of the external load force are shown to have profound influence on the
bolt loading diagram. He suggests that to obtain reliable values of resulting work
loads from the bolt loading diagram, it is necessary first to obtain reliable values
of the stiffness constant of a member. He concludes that the stiffness constant of
a member can be calculated on the basis of cone frustrum or paraboloid of revolution.
The member stiffness varies from a maximum when the external load force is applied
directly at the underside of the nut to a minimum when the external load force is
applied at the joint face. In all other cases of various modes of application of the
external load force, the value of member stiffness varies between these two boundaries.
KEY YK)RDS: bolts; joints; machine; stiffness; reliability
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THE STRENGTH OF BOLTED ASSEMBLIES SUBJECTED TO COMBINED DYNAMIC LOADS, SAE Paper
660432, paper presented at Mid-Year Meeting of Society -of Automotive Engineers, Detroit
Michig~n, June 6-,10, 1966, pp.ll
As an .extention of the prev~ous work, the authors have derived an equation to describe
the endurance limit of a bolted assembly SUbjected to a combination of axial and bend-
ing loads. To determine the validity of the equation, it was necessary to ascertain
values for the particular parameters and to compare the predicted values with ex-
perimental values. A testing machine was designed to apply pure axial, pure bending,
or combination axial and bending loads to the bolt assemblies. Quite extensive de-
tails of the test equipment are given. Bolts and nuts of ASE Grade 2 steel, 1/2" -
13 UNe - 2x6 11 , were tested under pure axial, pure bending, and combination loads.
The results of the axial tests verify the predictions of an earlier equation. The value
for the strength-reduction factor was determined to be between 1.57 and 2.11. The
bending tests revealed, as was expected, that endurance limits are higher in bending
than for axial loading. 'The results of the tests with combination loads showed, again
as expected, that endurance limits are between those for pure bending or pure axial
loading. A particular parameter in the new equation was found to vary with the par-
ticular stress level at which the test was conducted. The data obtained did show
that the equation, proposed by the authors, does correctly describe the fatigue be-
havior of the bolts under combined c.xial and bendi.ng loads.
XEY WORDS: bolted assembly; bending loads; fatigue behavior; axial loads;
endurance limits
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Walker, R. A. and Meyer, G.
DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MINIMIZING FATIGUE IN BOLTS, Machine Design, Vol. 38, No. 21,
September, 1966, pp. 182-186
Fatigue failure in tension-loaded bolts is usually initiated in one of three loca-
tions: The threaded area adjacent to the nut bearing face, the thread rUDout, or
the head-to-shank fillet area. In critical applications, these fatigue failures
can be minimized if certain design and processing techniques are utilized and cor-
rect bolt preloading is applied. The following subjects are discussed in terms of
how they can improve bolt fatigue-resistance: (1) upset-forging of bolt heads,
(2) fillet geometry, (3) fillet prestressing, (4) head height and socket depth,
(5) bolt stiffness, (6) surface finish, (7) thread fabrication, (8) residual stresses,
(9) thread contour, (10) thread pitCh, (11) bolt hardness, (12) lUbricants, (13) nut
properties·, (14) nut height, (15) nut bearing-face squareness, (16) nut-thread con-
figuration and (17) bolt-thread configuration. Each of these subjects serve to
accomplish one or more of the following functions: (1) minimize detrimental bolts
stresses, (2) prevent metallurgical damage, (3) create beneficial stresses, or
(4) distribute the bolt load as evenly as possible.
KEY WORDS: bolts; design; fatigue
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MAXIMUM BOLT TENSION IN A FLANGED CONNECTION, Machine -Design, Vol. 38, No. 23,
September, 1966, pp. 129-130
An expression was derived for the calculation of the maximum bolt force in flanges
which are loaded with an external moment. The following expression was developed.
M'
"F = ~ f
b rrR
-----------------------------------,-------------
Bazaz, R.
where Fb = bolt force, in pounds; Ma = moment applied to the joint, in pound-inches j
R = bolt circle radiUS, in inches; f = cos.0 9'2;.0 = angle from axis of applied
~l
moment, in degrees; .02 ' .01 = arc of the circle supported by each bolt. The factor
is plotted for flanges containing from 6 to 40 bolts. An example demonstrates the
use of the expression.
66-36
analysis; bolts; joints; flangesKEY WORDS:
Chatterjee, B. P. and Chakrabarti, R. K.
EFFECT OF WELDED OR BOLTED JOINTS IN PORTAL FRAME ON "NATURAL FREQUENCY OF DAMPED
VIBRATION, Journal of the Institution of Engineers, Vol. 47, No. 1-3, pt. Mechanical
Engineering, 1-2, September - November 1966
The conditions of the corner joints of a simple portal frame, such as perfectly
hinged, semirigid or rigid, may greatly affect the natural frequency of the frame
vib.ration. The experimental study was carried out to determine the natural fre-
quencies of damped vibration of frames with different types of bolted, riveted, and
welded joints. It showed that, for a loaded frame with semirigid corner joints, the
logarithmic decrement of amplitude is higher than that for frames with rigid joints.
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KEY WORDS: bolt; nut; joints; preload; strain; stress
CONSIDERATIONS- FOR DESIGN OF BOLTED JOINTS - Part I, Fasteners, Vol. 21, No.2,
Summer, 1966, pp. 8-10
This is the first of a two part series dealing with bolt-nut characteristics in
bolted joints. The original theory was developed by Messrs. A. S. Iberall and T. D.
Jayne of the Rand Development Corporation for the Industrial Fasteners Institute and
was entitled "Fuhdamental Engineeri!1g Considerations in the Application of Screw
Fasteners". An equation is derived relating bolt preload, externally applied load,
and stiffness of the overall assembly, to resulting stress and load carrying ability.
Graphs are included which illustrate the locus of points where separation of the
bolted assembly begins under various design conditions.
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Tokarcik, A. G.
THE TORQ.UE-TENSION RELATIONSHIP, Assembly Engineering, Vol. 9, No. 10, October 1966,
pp. 24-29
-17
T = .00555 D + .0~25 L
where T ::= wrench torque, foot-pounds; D = nominal shank diameter, inches j N = thread
pitch; and L = load in pounds. Based on the experience gained from studying the
torque-tension relationship for Lubtork applications, it was c:mcluded that: (1) bolt
preload rather than bolt torque is the most important consideration when tightening
joints, (2) a certain amount of tightening increases bolt fatigue life by decreasing
stress and therefore decreases bolt fatigue performance, and (3) the best tightening
value for optimum bolt fatigue performance is governed not only by bolt size and type,
but also by material, design, and external load.
The copyrighted tightening process, Lubtork, is described. In this method 03.11 bear-
ing surfaces (nut, bolt, and washer) are lubricated with MIL-T-5544 (a mixture of
graphite and petrolatum) to insure bolt preload consistency. The excellent consist-
ency of bolt preload produced by this process is illustrated graphically and com-
pared with the preload produced in bolts installed in the dry or lubricated thread
conditions. The torque-tension relationship for the Lubtork method may be defined
by the expression
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KEY WORDS: lubricated surfaces; torque-tension; bolt preload
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Klyachkin, N. L.
VLIYANIC EKSTSENTRICHNO:;O RASPOLOZHENIYA BOLTA NA RABOTU REZBOVOGO SO~DINENIYA,
Vestnik Mashinostroeniya, No.7, July 1966, pp. 23-25
The effect of bolt eccentricity on the performance of a threaded joint is examined.
A joint of several thick structural elements is treated as a composite round bar
consisting of several disks held together by a hypothetical concentric bolt. It is
assumed that the bar is loaded with a bolt tightening force Po and a bending moment
M
o
= PaA where A is bolt eccentricity. Formulas are derived tor stresses in an
arbitrary transverse cross section of bolt and disks. The conditions are established
for the maximum permissible bolt eccentricity at which no seam opening will occur
during the bolt tightening. In Russian.
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KEY WORDS: bolts; nuts; eccentricity
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Graves, F. E.
HOW TO CORRECTLY SELECT AND INSTALL BOLTS 1\ND NUTS, Chemical Engineering, Vol. 73,
No. 25, December 5, 1966, pp. 162-164
I
The article discusses why proper selection and installation of fasteners are important.
The flature of clamping force and how it relates to grip length is also presented.
Tabular information on bolt-head markings is included.
KEY WORDS: bolts; nuts; fasteners; grip; selection; installing
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IZGIB ZAKLEPOK V ODNOSREZNYKH SOEDINENIYAKH PRI PEREMENNYKH NAGRUZJ<AJ<H Vestnik
Mashinostroeniya, No. B, August 1966, pp.26-2B '
The paper considers the bending of rivets under varying loads in single-shear joints.
The varying loads produce wear of rivet shank and hole wall thus increasing the
possibility of rivet bending. It is shown in an illustrative example that the bend-
ing stress near the rivet head can be more than twice as large as the shearing stress.
Hence, the calculation of 'rivets in- joints subjected to c..lternating loads such as
joints of automobile or tractor frames ~ besides the calculation of sheari~g and
crushing strength requires also the calculation for bending strength according to the
method presented. In Russian.
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Fabry, C. W.
DIE ANWENDUNG DES KRAFTABHAENGIG ELEKTRONISCH GESTEURTEN HYDRAULISCHEN ANZIEHENS
VON SCHRAUBEN 1M STAHLBAU UND 1M BETONBAU, Bautechnik, Vol. 43, No.7, July 1966,
pp. 253-255
The application of electronically controlled hydraulic tightening of nuts in steel
and concrete construction is discussed. The apparatus consists of an electric
motor-driven portable compressor set and a hydraulic head which grips the threaded
bolt above the upper edge of the nut and then applies axial pull, The force can be
adjusted within plus or minus 2% by a strain gage and an electronic control apparatus.
Since no torsional moment acts on the nut, ring-shaped nuts can be used instead of
hexagonal nuts. In German.
KEY WORDS: bolts; nuts; tightening
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MEASURING THE TENSILE FORCE IN BOLTS, Russian Engineering Journal, Vol. 46, No.9,
1966, pp. 30-32 (Translation of Vestnik Mashinostroyeniya)
The most accurate method for obtaining a uniform bolt tension during tightening is
to attach strain gages to the bolts and tighten them until the required tension is
developed. Although accurate, this method is not practical for tightening a large
number of bolts. The use of a torque wrenc~ to develop the required bolt tension
is practical, but heretofore not accurate (-30%), primarily due to thread jamming
end seizing of bearing surfaces. This inaccuracy results in variable bolt-tension
levels, even though uniform torques are applied. Tests were conducted on stacks of
steel transformer laminations. Studs, stud threads, nuts, and washers were lubri-
cated with transformer oil. As expected, the oil prevented binding and seizure of
rubbing surfaces. In addition, the tension force obtained ofter a second tightening
equalled that obtained after the first. Normally, the tension force during the
second tightening decreases for unoiled fasteners used in different metals. Addi-
tional tests were carried out using M12, MIG, M20, and M24 screws made from the
carbon steels, St. 3 and U8A and the stainless steel, 40 Kh. From these tests "it
was found that a relatively linear torque-tension relationship, which is accurC'lte
to :t1 2. 5% cali" be developed by lubricating the threads and bearing surfaces prior
to tightening.
KEY WORDS: bo~ts; tensile force; transformer laminations; lubrication
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Koehler, A. and Leidl, R.
DIE PRAKTISCHE ANWENDUNG DER HV-VERBINDUNG IM STAHLBAU, Stahlbau Rundschau, No, 20,
1966, pp. 39-46'
The use of high strength friction grip bolt joints in structural steel work is ex-
amined. The advantages offered by these joints are solid construction, favorable
behavior under fatigue stresses, and a short assembly time on the site. Considering
these advantage"s, the additional costs of flame blasting of contact surfaces and
tightening under a specified t0I"Clue are negligible. An application is illustrated
by examples of construction of aerial cableway towers and bridges. When compared
with equal strength riveted joints, bolted joints saved 40 to 50% working time.
In German.
KEY WORDS; bolts; joints; construction
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The actual state of present theory and practical applications of High Strength
Friction Grip (HSFG) bolts are examined. The stress calculation of a bolt and the
test results are shown, and the tOI"Clue/nut rotation angle relation is derived.
Different methods of torque application and control, as well as methods of contact
surface treatment to -obtain a high friction factor are discussed. The study of HSFG
joint behavior under repeated loading indicated that step-wise sliding occurs only
if static slip-load is nearly reached. A joint's fatigue life as well as safety
against slipping and safety against collapse are discussed. In German.
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I DER HEUTIGE STAND DER FORSCHUNG UND DER PRAKTISCHEN ANWENDUNG DER IN-SCHRAUBEN,
I Stahlbau Rundschau, No. 30, 1966, pp. 1-12
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Klyachkin, N. L.
EFFECT OF OFF-CENTERED BOLT POSITION ON THE STRENGTH OF A JOINT, Russian Engineering
Journal, Vo. 46, No.7, 1966, pp. 25-27 (Translation of Vestnik Mashinostroyeniya)
A stress analysis is made of a composite beam consisting of stacked washers clamped
together by an off-center bolt. 'The analysis takes into account the fact that the
washers may be made from different materials. It is assumed that the beam bends
as an integral unit and that the bending moment developed between the bolt head and
nut, and end faces is slight. Two equations def-ine the bolt and washer stresses.
Additional equations are presented, enabling the designer to determine (1) when a
joint is sufficiently tightened and (2) the safe amount of bolt displacement. In
a sample calculation, it is shown that for joints with an off-center bolt, total
stresses can be twice those of a joint with centered bolts.
KEY WORDS: stress analysis; composite beam; washers; off-center bolt
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HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTING, Engineering Journal, American Institute of Steel Construction,
Vol. 4, No.1, January 1967, pp. 18-27
The author discusses various reasons for high-strength bolting, specification for high-
strength bolts, and bolts, nuts, and washers for high strength bolting. Variables dis-
cussed in this article include tension, shear, combined tension and shear, and end
distance; in eaCh, some results of recent investigations on each variable are included.
The installation and re-installation of high-strength bolts is presented along with
several aspects of this problem such as bolt tension, relaxation, re-use of bolts,
. torque tightening, calibrated wrench tightening, and turn-of-nut tightening. Some of
the problems and aspects of inspection of high-strength bolting are briefly discussed
along with future applications of high-strength bolting. A list of references is
included at the end of the article.
KEY WORDS: high-strength bolts; tension; shear; end distance; tightening;
installation; inspection
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Smode, F. E.
BUILD BETTER BRIDGES, Loss Prevention, VoL 40, No.3, January 1967, pp. 5-8
The character{istics, installation, and advantages of C50L High Tensile Huck Bolt
Fasteners are discussed. This fastener has been designed primarily for use in the
construction industry where A-325 bolts are used. Since its mechanical properties
are equivalent to A- 325 bolts, allowable design stresses currently used for A- 325
bolts are also applicable to C50L bolts. The C50L high-tensile fastener consists
of,two component parts, a threaded pin and a locking collar. Advantages of the
C50L fastener over A-325 bolts are automatic installation, elimination of the need
for highly skilled labor for installation, elimination of torque wrenches and
calibration fixtures, elimination of installation noises, increased installation
s peed and reduced costs, and elimination of vibratory loosening of joints due to
swaging the collar to the threaded pin.
KEY WORDS: high tensile huck bolti installation; advantages
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PERFORMANCE OF NUTS ON HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS, Fasteners, Vol. 21, No.3, Winter 1966/1967,
pp. 8-12
A number of bolt and nut combinations were tested to determine and compare the behavior
of heavy, finished thick, and finished hex nuts when torqued to failure. Three sizes
of ASTM A325 high-strength bolts with minimum and maximum strengths were tested with
nuts having various hardness values (or strengths). Bolt and nut combinations were
loaded in direct tension to compare static strength with torqued strength. With proper
selection of nut hardness and bolt strength, bolts with nuts of the heavy, finished
thick, and finished series developed specified proof loads at 1/2 nut turn from "snug!!
for both minimum and maximum strength bolts; and when loaded to failure, fracture was
in tension through the bolt threads.
-19
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I CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGN OF BOLTED JOINTS - Part II, Fasteners, Vol. 21, No.3,
Winter 1966/1967, pp. 5-7 .
-20
I
In this concluding segment of a two-part series on bolt-nut characteristics, the
authors continue the analysis for the case of fatigue or where the load acting on the
bolted assembly periodically changes. The Goodman diagram is used. The net effect of
the design attack illustrated in Part's I and II of this treatise has been to derive
the optimal (in this case unique) value of prestress. Attention has also been called
to at least two parameters of the joint, the relative stiffness of joint to bolt, and
the effective point of application of load. Under actual conditions other factors such
as bending resilience of threads and stress relaxation (creep) also influence per-
formance, however, their consideration leads to more rigorous analyses beyond the scope
of this somewhat idealized study.
l-
I KEY WORDS: prestress; bolted joints; fatigue
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HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS USED IN STRUCTURAL CONNECTIONS, Division of Steel Structures,
Technical University of Norway, January 1967
67-5
friction coefficients j friction grip joints; surface treatment;
high strength bolts
KEY WORDS:
Maseide, M. and Selberg, A.
This paper describes a research program to investigate the problems associated with the
number of bolts and the surface conditions in friction grip joints. In the first part
of the investigation, eighteen specimens of three different types of connections were
grit-blasted and degreased with trichlorethylen before testing. The number of speci-
mens are too few to give any reliable relation between short and long friction grip
joints. Higher values of the friction coefficient were expected for the grit-blasted
surfaces. The parts were washed in trichlorethylen before assembling the test speci-
mens and this was suspected to be an explanation for the reduction in friction. In
the fatigue tests, there was a strong fretting corrosion of the long connections due to
the extra length and mostly due to the high stress levels in these tests. In the
second part, the different kinds of zinc coating, as a corrosion protection of the
steel, and the effect of the trichlorethylen-washing were of special interest. Cleaning
or degreasing of grit-blasted surfaces and hot dip galvanized surfaces in friction joints
greatly reduced the friction coefficients. Grit blasting of the hot dip galvanized sur-
face increases the friction-coefficient nearly as much as grit blasting of an untreated
steel surface. Zinc spraying on a grit blasted steel surface causes an essential raise
in the friction-coefficient.
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Hoza, M. D.
'lURN-OF-NUT METHOD, Assembly Engineer, Vol. 10, No.1, January 1967, pp. 16-19
The demand for improving the reliability of assemblies often hinges on the accurate
control of the clamping forces without exceeding the tensile stress limits of the
fasteners. The concept involves the establishment of a snug level and turning the
nut through the predetermined angle to reach the desired tension or clamping force.
I
KEY WORDS: bolts; nuts; turn-of-nut method
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EFFECT OF PARTIAL DECARBURIZATION OF FP,TIGUE STRENGTH OF BOLTS, Journal of the Iron
and Steel Institute, Vol. 205, pt 1, January 1967, pp. 85-87
I ----:::~~:~~:~;-------------------[-----~-------l
I
I
The purpose of the study was to determine the effect of decarburization on fatigue
and thread stripping. The effect of partiel decarburization is examined in relation
to thread rolling before and after heat treatment. Tests on 1/4 in._'UNF bolts have
shown that partial decarburization up to 0.0035 in. deep in the roots of bolt threads
. has no effect on the fatigue-endurance limit. Decarburization in the shank of 0.007
in. did not lead to a drop in fatigue limit. The beneficial effect of thread rolling
after heat treatment is also confirmed.
KEY WORDS: bolts; fasteners; decarburization; fatigue strength
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I Pic, J.
DIE STARRHEIT DER SCHRAUBENVERBINDUNG, Kon5truktion~ Vol. 19, No. "1, January 1967,
pp. 7-12
-21
I
The rigidity of bolted joints is examined. The method is presented for calculating
the deformations of bolted joints and is applied'to an illustrative example at the
horizontal boring mill. The effect of the joint f s deformation on the total defor-
mation of the mill' 5 frame is investigated. Means are proposed for ensuring maxi-
mum stiffness of the joints. In German.
KEY WORDS: joints; connections; deformation; rigidity
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Allan, Ronald N.
LCW-CYCLE FATIGUE OF LARGE-DIAMETER BOLTS, ASME Journal of Engineering for Industry,
Vol. 86, No.1, February 1967, pp. 53-61
67-9
KEY WORDS: analysis; fatigue design; high-strength bolts
The 1965 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, "Rules for Construction of
Nuclear Vessels" provides recommendations for fatigue design of high-strength bolt
materials (100,000 - 165,000 psi tensile strength) for temperatures ranging from room
tempe"rature to 7000 F. A conservative fatigue curve is given in the article. Fatigue
tests were performed at 70° and 5000 F on three different tempers of AlSI 4340 bolt
material. The strain amplitude from the constant-deflection tests on the unnotched
material were modified to account for load-base mean stress and then multiplied by
Young I 5 modulus to determine the basic equivalent fUlly reversed stress amplitude. A
best-fit equivalent fUlly reversed .stress amplitude vs. cycles to failure curve was
then determined by analysis of the test data and of data from literature. A design
fatigue curve for bolt materials was then constructed. Full-size studs were fatigue
tested under constant load and the various factors affecting the value of the ratio of
unnotched fatigue life to bolt fatigue life was investigated. After analyzing the
above data the authors concluded that the present Section III needs revisions. The
conclusions are inCluded in the study. An easily used alternative fatigue design
procedure, including a design curve, is presented.
Snow, A. L. and Langer, B. F.
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THE EFFECT OF OVERSIZE J.ND SLOTTED HOLES ON THE BEHAVIOR OF A BOLTED JOINT, Fritz
Engineering Laboratory, Report No. 318.2, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.,
May 1967
Twenty-one bolted joints were tested to determine the effect of oversize holes, and
slotted holes on the slip behavior and ultimate strength of bolted joints. Hole
sizes studied had standard, 1/4 in. and 5/16 in. clearances. Slots placed both
parallel and transverse to the line of load were studied. All twenty-one test speci-
mens were of h36 _steel plate fastened by I-in. Jl..325 bolts. l.lso studied were the
need for washers for oversize holes and changes in bolt tension. For holes with
1/4-in. clearance there was no decrease in the slip coefficient, excessive loss in
bolt tension or inadequate preload. The studies indicated that a washer is desirable
under the turned element to prevent severe galling. "P, decrease in the slip coefficient
was observed for the joints with 5/l6-in. hole clearance and for the joints with
slotted holes. Slotted holes placed perpendicular to the line of load did not de-
crease the ultimate strength of the joints.
KEY WORDS: bolted joints; oversize holes; washers; slip coefficient;
slotted holes
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AS14 STEEL JOINTS FASTENED BY A490 BOLTS, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 317.8,
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., August 1967
The results of analytical and experimental studies of the behavior of constructional
alloy (A514) butt splices which use ~.490 fasteners are reported. Based on the results
of previous theoretical work, the parameters that might be expected to affect the
behavior of this type of joint were examined. This examination showed that the ul-
timate strength of these joints is a function of joint length and relative plate-
fastener proportions, but is independent of fastener diameter or pitch, per see The
validity of the previously developed theoretical work and the analytical studies re-
ported herein have been verified by means of an extensive testing program. A compar-
ison shows that the theoretical predictions are reliable, both for the ultimate load
of the joint and for obtaining the distribution of load among the fasteners at loads
less than ultimate. The experimental work also showed that blast-cleaned AS14 steel
has a slip coefficient of about 0.33. The study further showed that constructional
alloy steel joints using A490 bolts do not produce desirable behavior in their
adjoining members if the elements of the joint are proportioned according to CUrrent-
ly used practice.
KEY WORDS: butt splices; steel fasteners; ultimate strength; slip coefficient
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Vasarhelyi, D. D. and Chiang, K. C.
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION IN JOINTS OF VARIOUS STEELS, Journal of the Structural Division,
ASeE, Vol. 93, No. ST4, August 1967
The investigators continued the project of supplying reliable values of the nomina'i
coefficient of friction of bolted structural joints because of the appearance of new
faying surfaces and faying surface treatments. Four different types of joints were
developed to test the effect of multiple lap joints. High strength A325 steel bolts
were used in the test specimens. The faying surfaces in all joints were the original
!las rolled" mill scale for each of the four types of steel used. In joints made of
one kind of steel, the nominal coefficient of friction varied, which is apparently
a result of the conditions under which the mill scale formed and does not seem to
have any simple correlation with other mechanical properties of the steel. The
nominal coefficients for friction between'mill scale surfaces of various steels do
not seem to be predictable from the individual coefficients of friction of the com-
ponents nor greatly different from the generally accepted average values. The ad-
dition of new contact surfaces increases a joint's resistance to slip in the same
numerical ratio as the numerical ratio of contact surfaces. A comparison of true
and of nominal coefficients of friction indicate that a well defined relation prob-
ably exists between the two types of coefficients.
KEY WORDS: nominal coefficient of friction; multiple lap joints; faying surfaces;
faying surface treatments
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HIGH STRENGTH FRICTION GRIP BOLTS FOR JOINTS OF HIGH RIGIDITY. TESTS: FORCE PARALLEL
TO THE PLANE OF THE JOINT, Construction Metallique, No.3, 1967, ~p. 29-36
In this article, the author, who has carried out general investigations into the prob-
lems associated with high strength friction grip bolts, gives the results achieved
and conclusions reached in the study of relative deflections and of joints subjected
to a force in the plane of the joint. He compares them with joints made with con-
ventional bolts and rivets and analyzes the stresses induced in the bearing plates,
both in the transverse and longitudinal directions.
KEY WORDS: high strength friction grip bolts; relative deflections; stresses;
bearing plates; transverse direction; longitudinal direction
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Discussion of PLASTIC DESIGN OF ECCENTRICALLY LOADED FASTENERS, by A. L. Abolitz,
Engineering Journal, American Institute of Steel Construction, Vol. 4, No.2, April
1967, pp. 88-89
---------------------~--------------------------
Fritz, R. J. 1==:;;--,==0- _
CYCLIC STRESS FOR BOLTS AND SIDDS, ASME Paper 67-MET-23, presented at the Metals
Engineering Conference, Houston, Texas, April 3 to 5, 1967, 23pp.
Fatigue data obtained from a test program involving AISI-4140 and 4340 high-strength
steel bolts and studs were compiled, correlated with mean stress, and compared with
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel rules that cover the effect of mean stress on fatigue
strength. Notched fatigue data from other sources were included in the compilation.
Based on an examination of data, new cyclic stress limits are proposed for Code use
for martensitic bolts and studs. Data from 198 martensitic bblts and studs of various
sizes, hardness, threads, and surface coatings were analyzed. Sizes ranged from i in.
to 5-1/16 inches; threads were rolled, ground, and machined and ground; and surfaces
were unplated and plated with copper, silver, Chromium, and cadmium. Test data were
determined at room temperature and SOOF. These new cyclic stress limits apply only to
AISI-4340 fasteners that conform to the following properties: UTS.:::::95 to 180 ksi,
elongation in 2 inches.:::::IS percent (minimum). Charpy-V impact value at lOF = 30 ft -lb
(with minimum of 3 or more specimens) or 35 ft-Ib (with average of three or more
specimens). The maximum nominal stress is limited to 67 percent of the yield strength
or 60 percent of the ultimate strength whichever is less. For failure of a single
fastener the minimum factor of safety corresponding to the proposed stress limits is
1.83; wh~re nine or more fasteners are invloved, the factor is probably much higher
than 1. 83.
67-14
high-strength steel bolts; studs; mean stress; fatigue strength; cyclic
stress limits; factor of safety
KEY WORDS:
In his paper, the author bases his approach entirely upon the premise that in a fast-
ener group "under heavy stress each fastener will exert its full resistance, irre-
spective of its location". In the original article the author correctly states that
the principel limitation on the method lies in whether or not the full plastic capacity
of the individual fastener can be attained, but he makes no examination of the basic
load-deformation characteristics which make them suitable for simple plastic analysis .
This- discussion attempts to show that mechanical fasteners do not have load-deformation
characteristics which make them suitable for simple plastic analysis. One limit of the
original presentation is that only the case for direct shear alone is illustrated when
compatibility is considered. The authors present two illustrations for deducing aver-
age shear stress; joints with' and without eccentricities were used. It is apparent
that the assumption of equal fastener resistance is valid only for compact joints.
Although the development of a theoretical solution recognizing the true load-deforma-
tion response of the fasteners is not impossible, the problem is very complex. The
writers feel that the empirical solution presented by Higgins is the- only satisfactory
approach at the present time.
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Lin, C. S., Laurilliard, J. J., and Hood, A. C.
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This investigation was designed to evaluate for structural uses the behaviour of hot
galvanized bolts and hot galvanized joints assembled with such bolts. Heavy hexagon
head ASTM A325 bolts with suitable A325 nuts and washers were used. The fasteners
were zinc coated. Five types of lubrication were used ·in the bolt tests: (1) light
cutting ~il or residual oil, left by the manufacturing process; (2) Molykote type fG 1
lubricant (a high pressure molybdenum disulphide lubricant with grease-like consistency);
(3) Graphite grease; (4) Beeswax; and (5) Johnson's No. 12 cutting wax. Hot dip
galvanized bolts, if not properly lubricated may have relatively low ultimate strengths
and very little ductility when they are tightened by torquing the nut. ,Beeswax was
the superior lubricant of those used; with it applied to the galvanized nut, galvanized
~~~t;ei;~~~~~~ ~~a~~~~~~i;ti~~e~¥t~s~~:ii~~g~a~a~~a~i~:~~i~t~~e~~ac~l~~td~~:~~ ~~ltS.
coating thickness. The coefficient of friction at first slip in the two static speci-
mens averaged 0.16; for the four fatigue test specimens the coefficient of friction at
first slip in the tension averaged 0.19. Load vs. slip plots of compression to tension
fatigue specimens manually cycled showed a consistent tendency to 'lock up' permanently
after only two or three load cycles. The fatigue strength of the galvanized specimens
was comparable to that of ungalvanized fatigue specimens of similar design.
STRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR OF HOT GALVANIZED BOLTED CONNECTIONS, 8th International Con-
ference on Hot Dip Galvanizing J Zinc Development Association, London, June 1967
An investigation was conducted to determine the effects of various materials, bolt-
strength levels, and processing variables on the stress-corrosion-cracking charac-
teristics of high-strength bolts. Bolts were made from H-ll, 4340, and Maraging
300 steel, heat-treated to strengths ranging from 197,700 to 302,800 psi. Processing
variables included (1) thread rolling before and after heat-treatment, (2) shot-
peening to impart residual stresses, (3) decarburization, and (4) metallic coatings
and zinc chromate primer. Specimens were loaded to 90 or 100 percent of the pro-
portional limit and cycled to either failure or 1000 hours exposure, consisting of
immersion in a 3-1/2· percent sodium chloride solution followed by a rapid drying
period, and then immersion again. Maraging 300 steel bolts with strengths of 249,700
and 268,300 psi exhibited better resistance to stress-corrosion cracking than either
4340 or H-ll specimens of similar strength levels--but for all bolts tested, stress-
corrosion resistance decreased as bolt strength increased. Thread rolling after heat
treatment increased bolt life by about 72 hours. Residual compressive stresses and
decarburization did not affect bolt life. When bolts were electroplated with nickel
followed by cadmium, bolt life was increased five to seven times over the unplated
bolts. A zinc-chromated primer only slightly increased bolt life.
KEY WORDS: bolts; fatigue; stress corrosion; steel; treatment; testing
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING OF HIGH STRENGTH BOLTING, ASTM Special Technical Publica-
tion 415, lfSymposium on Fatigue Crack Propagation", March 1967
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SPOSOB ZATYAZHKI REZ 'BOVOGO SOEDINENIYA BOL'SHOGO DIAMETRA PREDVl\RITEL 'NYM
RASTYAZHENIEM SHPIL'KI, Vestnik Mashinostroeniya, No.3, March 1967, pp. 50-52
The method of tightening joints with large diameter bolts by means of bolt preten-
sioning is discussed. The excessive shear and bending stresses in bolt tightening
can be avoided. The tightening stress can be dispensed with by applying the tension
to the bolt within the elasticity range by means of special hydraulic jack, and the
subsequent hand tightening of the nut. After the removal of the tension, the bolt
tightens itself under the action of elastic deformation forces. In Russian.
KEY WORDS: tightening; joints; bolt pretensioning; stress
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CONTROL OF CORROSION AT MECHANICAL JOINTS, British Corrosion Journal, Vol. 2, No.2,
March 1967, pp. 67-70
Fastener coatings and corrosion-resistant metals for fasteners are reviewed, and
methods for controlling corrosion in steel, aluminum, and non-metallic structural
joints are summarized. The type of fastener material and coating selected for a
mechanical joint will depend, among other things, on the materials being joined,
the relative areas of the metals being joined, and the environment to which the
joint is exposed. In damp atmos·pheric environments, 1-1/2 percent molybdenum is
added. to austenitic stainless compositions for protection. In polluted industrial
atmospheres, zinc offers better protection for steel than does cadmium. The
reverse is true in mild rural conditions, and marine applications they are about
equal in protec;tive value. To control corrosion in structural steelwork, faying
surfaces must be degreased and left unpainted. Galvanized steel should be joined
with hot-dip galvanized fasteners. When using coated bolts in joints that require
development of a minimum· bolt tensile load, care must be exercised during tightening
because coatings affect the friction between mating parts. If aluminum fasteners
are to be used with aluminum structupes in corrosive environments, alloys high in
copper, tin, lead, or bismuth content should be avoided. The use of metallic
fasteners in plaster, building-block materials, and timbers also requires pre-
cautions.
KEY WORDS: corrosion; corrosion-resistant metals; fasteners; fastener coatings;
mechanical joint
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Wiegand, H. and Illgner, K. H.
HALTBARKEIT VON SCHRAUBENVERBINDUNGEN MIT ISO-GEWINDE-PROFIL, Konstruktion, Vol. 19,
No.3, March 1967, pp. 81-91
The- holding strength of screw fastenings with ISO thread profiles is examined. A
report on the results of tests carried out on high-strength bolts M3, M6, Ma, and MID
with DIN and ISO threads is included. The static strength of bolts and nuts of various
heights was tested under axial tensile stress and combined tensile-torsional stress.
Stability under temporary variable axial loads was also investigated, the influence
of thread tolerances being taken into consideration. In German.
KEY WORDS: static strength; screw fasteners; stability
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Yarkovets, A. 1.
INFLUENCE OF THE MAGNI'lUDE OF BOLT TIGHTENING ON THE STRENGTH OF BOLTED JOINTS
(VLIYANIYE VELICHINY ZAT YAZHKI BOLTOV NA PROCHNOST BOLTOVYKH SOYEDINENIY), Soviet
Aeronautical Engineer, April 10, 1967, pp. 173-180
The effects of bolt tightening on the strength of bolted connections under shear loads
were investigated. The fatigue life of joints in shear was measured as a function of
tightening torque by periodic loading to 0.7 of the static yield load. Three steel
sheet joints joined with 8 mm bolts were tested in shear to determine the stress
corr'esponding to the relative pr'oportional limit.
bolts; fatigue; strength; testingKEY WORDS:
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ROOT OF THREAD IS ROOT OF FATIGUE, Iron Age, Vol. 199, No. 15, 1 pril 13, 1967,
pp. 90-91
Reference is made to fat-igue tests, showing that the nucleus of fatigue failure almost
always has its origin at some surface notch, nick, flaw or sharp changes of sections.
The roots of the thread are nothing more than a series of severe notches with very
high stress concentrations. At the same time, they are points along the bolts'
smallest cross-section. Experience with smoothly radiused thread roots in aerospace
and high-strength industrial fasteners proves that the susceptibility of a bolt to
fatigue at this critical point can be reduced substantially. This has been confirmed
in recent tension-fatigue tests for bolts and screws of other types and lower strength
levels. SAE Grade 5 hex head cap screws made with radiused root thread were used in
the tests. The UNR (radiused) thread form has a much higher fatigue strength and a
greatly extended fatigue cycle over their UN counterparts. At lower stress levels,
the advantage was even more pronounced. The radiused-root cap screws have an endur-
ance strength of 2-1/2 times that of the flat-root threads. The well-developed
technique of thread rOlling provides an ideal means for producing true radiused
threads.
I
KEY WORDS: bolts; fatigue strength j radiused thread roots
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Reply to Discussion of PLASTIC DESIGN OF ECCENTRICALLY LOADED FASTENERS, by J. W. Fisher
and G. L. Kulak, Engineering Journal, American Institute. of Steel Construction, Vol. 4,
No.2, April 1967, pp. 89-90
The use of a simplified mathematical model of an engineering phenomenon does not imply
"l:hat the model accurately represents the phenomenon; rather, the model serves as a
working approximation to facilitate analysis. The paper does not claim that, in act-
ual fact, "under heavy stress each fastener will exert its full resistance ll , it only
states that the mathematical model used - the plastic theory - postulates this. Both
the elastic and plastic theory are currently used in the analysis of flexural members,
in steel and other metals as well as in reinforced concrete. Even so, for all these
materials the plastic theory is a better working model for the prediction of ultimate
capacity than the elastic theory. The "long joint" effect mentioned by the discussers
is an important consideration. Its order of magnitude appears, however, to be about
the same in connections carrying moment as in those for concentric load only, so that
any rules and limitations that may be imposed on long concentric connections will prob-
ably be suitable for eccentric ones too. Tests to investigate this matter would be
helpful.
KEY WORDS: plastic theory; elastic theory j flexural members j long joint j
concentric connections; eccentric connections
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Baumgartner, J. C.
FASTENER PERFORMANCE AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES, ASME Paper, presented at the Design
Engineering Conference and Show, New York, May 15-18, 1967, Ilpp.
Elevated~temperature fastener design must compensate, for the fact that the factors
affecting preload, namely, bolt strength, elasticity, thermal expansion, and stress
relaxation, are themselves affected by temperature. In addition, the effects of
time (thermal-cycling history) and other factors on fastener performance must be con-
sidered. All of these factors and the elevated-temperature properties of some fas-
tener materials are reviewed. A table of the modulus of elasticity for several
stainl-ess steels, and titanium, iron, and nickel-base alloys at temperatures up to
l600F. is included. Mean coefficients of thermal expansion are tabulated for var-
ious stainless steels, and titanium, iron, and nickel-base alloys. Also reviewed in
this paper are the effects of time, environment, seizing and galling, stress alloying,
coatings, heat treating, thread form, and material. stability on fastener performance
at elevated temperatures. The paper concludes with a review of the effective oper-
ating-temperature ranges 'for various fastener materials. Identified are (1) the
steels effective at moderate temperatures (below 900F), (2) the steels and super-
alloys effective at 900 to 1200F, (3) the superalloys effective at 1200 to l600F,
(4) the potential use of a~loys at 1600 to 2000F, and (5) the refractory metals
effective at 2000F and above.
KEY WORDS: elevated temperatures; fasteners; preload; modulus of elasticity;
mean coefficients of thermal expansion
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CORROSION OF FERROUS FASTENERS AND THEIR COATINGS, ASME Paper 67-DE-19, presented
at the Design Engineering Conference and Show, New York, May IS to 18, l2pp.
The corrosion of ferrous fasteners by atmospheric, liquid-irrunersion, crevice, fretting,
galvanic, and high-temperature attack is reviewed. Procedures for coating fasteners
with zinc, cadmium, and aluminum are summarized, and the corrosion characteristics
of each of these coatings are discussed. In addition, a corrosion life-cost com-
parison is presented for these coatings. Also included is a discussion of the
characteristics and performance of fasteners made from weathering steels. Ferrous
bolts 5/8 inch in diameter by 2-1/2 inches in length were selected for the corrosion
life-cost comparison. The fasteners were coated with (1) 0.0021 inch of hot-dip
zinc; (2) 0.0005 inch of electroplated zinc, (3) 0.00015 inch of electroplated zinc,
(4) 0.0005 inch of electroplated cadmium, (5) 0.00015 inch of electroplated cadmium,
and (6) 0.0023 inch of aluminum. The corrosion life- (in years) in an industrial
atmosphere was determined for each bolt and divided into the price of each bolt to
obtain a price per year of life. Based on this research the aluminum coating ranked
first, fOllowed in order by hot-dip zinc, O.OOOs-inch electroplated zinc, 0.0005- inch
electroplated cadmium, O.OOOls-inch electroplated zinc, and G.OOOls-inch electro-
plated cadmium.
KEY WORDS: corrosion; ferrous fasteners; fastener coatings; corrosion life-cost
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ASSURING SECURE ASSEMBLIES WITH MECHANICAL FASTENERS, ASME - Paper 67-DE-3 for
meeting May 15 - 18, 1967, 8 p.
'The relationship between mechanically fastened assemblies and environments of static
and dynamic stress are studied. The most significant factor contr;olling these re-
lationships is shown to be the amount of preload induced in the assembly during
tightening. Specifically treated are applications of mechanical fasteners used in
compression, shear, tension, fatigue, and vibration; in each case the interaction of
fasteners, parts joined, and environment is developed. To produce the required pre-
load, three methods of tightening are described, and the advantages and shortcomings
of each method are discussed.
KEY WORDS: mechanical fasteners; static stress; dynamic stress; preload; tightening
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TORQUE TIGHTENING, Engineer, Vol. 223, No. 5809, May 26, 1967, pp. 770-771
The useful technique of load control in fasteners by torque tightening is hampered by
lack of data on coefficients of friction. A method is outlined to determine, in-
dependently of each other, the coefficients of friction actually appearing iri the
threads and under the heads of fasteners having various surface conditions. Some
factors possibly affecting the variation are mentioned. Statistical analysis and
suitable presentation for the designer's purposes are essential. Suggestions are
made for tabular and graphic presentation. Further to this "between sample ll
variation, the existence of "within sample" variation or load scatter in identical
bolts equally torque-loaded is mentioned. A suggested cause of this and a possible
remedy are given.
KEY WORDS: bolts; nuts; coefficients of friction j torque tightening
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Enge],s berger, E.
INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-STRENGTH BOLT CONNECTIONS, Gradbeni Vestnik (Erjavceva 15,
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia), Vol. 16, No.5, pp. 102-103, May 1967, (In Slovene with
English summary)
The results of an investigation on the influence of moisture, preparation of contact
surfaces, the connection' 5 bearing strength in combination with high-strength bolts
and welds, the quality of the bolts, and determination of the friction coefficient
of. different plates on high-strength bolt connections are shown. The influence ,of
moisture and type of surface preparation may occur in practice, where it is not
always possible to count on perfect. surface preparation and good protection of the
connections. The results of the combined connections are in good agreement with the
investigations of other cOWltries. Secondary investigations deal with the in-
fluence of oil of different viscosity and the influence of the repeated application
of the bolts on the coefficient K. In measuring the friction coefficient, no special
relation between the plates I quality and friction coefficient was found.
-26
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Kulak, G. L.
The dissertation extends a general theoretical solution for the distribution of load
among the fasteners in bolted butt splices to constructional alloy (AS14) steel joints.
It also examines the philosophy of design of metallic tension members and evaluates
the extent to which mechanically fastened constructional alloy steel members are able
to fulfill this philosophy. The solution of the load distribution problem is shown
to require two mathematical models, which establish the relationship between load and
deformation for the component parts of a connection. The expressions developed are
applicable to both the elastic and inelastic regions of behavior. Excellent agreement
between theoretical predictions and actual test results was obtained. A study of the
parameters that might be expected to affect the behavior of bolted ASl4 splices shows
that the ultimate strength of these joints is a function of fastener grade, joint
length, and relative plate-fastener proportions. It is independent of fastener dia-
meter or pitch, per se. AS14 steel joints using high ·strength bolts do not produce
desirable behavior in their members if the elements of the joints are designed ac-
cording to current practice. It is shown that satisfactory member behavior for a
large class of ASl4 steel joints can only be obtained in one of two ways: (1) to use
a different fabrication technique for forming the connections; or (2) to change the
specified mechanical properties of AS14 steel.
67-29
KEY WORDS: butt splices; load distribution; deformation; mechanically fastened;
metallic tens ion members; steel
THE ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTIONAL ALLOY STEEL BOLTED PLATE SPLICES, Fritz Engineering
Laboratory Report No. 317.9, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., July 1967
Kulak, G. L.
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Discussion of HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTING, by W. H. Munse, Engineering Journal, American
Institute of Steel Construction, Vol. 4, No.3, July 1967, p. 126
The lack of cOlIUfl.ent on the rein~tallation of A490 bolts in the original article
spurred the discussion. Since this is a question of considerable practical impor-
tance, it should be noted that unlike the A3LS bolt, the i;.490 fastener is not suit-
able for re-use. A cited reference only advocates the use of higher fastener shear
stresses for all joint lengths unlike the author who states that it may be desirable
either to permit higher allowable fastener shear stresses for bolts used in short
connections or to require a decrease in allowable fastener shear stress when con-
nections are long. Criteria for a minimum acceptable factor of safety against joint
failure and one which is reasonably constant with joint length are given.
I
KEY WORDS: factor of safety; fastener shear stress; reinstallation
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BOLTS HOLDS IF NUTS BACKS OFF, Iron Ages, Vol. 200, No.4, July 27, .967, p. 80
There has been developed a new type of bolt that will continue to hold if the nut
comes off; it is called the Self-Retaining Bolt. Its use is in applications re-
quiring frequent disassembly for maintenance purposes, such as flight control systems,
propulsion system controls, propeller controls, and induction air controls. This
fastener's joint should be either a single attachment or one which serves as an axis
of rotation or any joint designed to transmit motion reSUlting in relative rotation
between the components of the joint. The standard material for this bolt is alloy
steel, although it is available in other alloys as well.
KEY .WORDS: bolts; nuts
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Allan, Ronald N. and Fisher, John W.
BEHAVIOR OF BOLTED JOINTS WITH OVERSIZE OR SLOTTED HOLES, Fdtz Engineering Laboratory
Report No. 318.3, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., August 1967
Design Cind material problems in the sealing of construction joints is investigated.
An examination of the types of joints and various mechanical and chemical stresses
with which they are associated is als·o presented. A definition of terms and the
basic requirements of sealing, sprayable jointing compounds and profiled sealing
strips, the movement function of the joint, the properties of rubber for sealing
purposes, the adhesive requirements and the profile form of joints are included. An
application of sealing strips in the assembly of prefabricated structural elements is
illustrated. In German.
Twenty-one bolted joints were tested, to determine the effect of oversized or slotted
holes on the slip behavior and ultimate strength of bolted joints. Hole sizes studied
had standard (1/16 in., 1/4 in., and 5/16 in.) clearances. Slots parallel and trans-
verse to the line of load were studied. All joints were fabricated from A36 steel
plate and fastened by 1 in. A325 bolts. Also studied was the need for washers for
oversize holes and changes in bolt tension. For holes with 1/4 in. clearance there
was no decrease in the slip coefficient, excessive loss in bolt tension, or inadequate
preload. The studies indicated that a wa'sher is desirable under the turned element to
prevent severe galling. A decrease in the slip coefficient was observed for the joints
with 5/16 in. hole clearance and for those with slotted holes. Slotted holes per-
pendicular to the line of load did not decrease the ultimate strength of the joints.
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I Walter, A. H.
I KONSTRUKTIVE UND MATERIELLE PROBLEME BEl DER VERSIEGELUNG VON BAUFUGEN, Adhaesion,
I No.9, September 1967, pp. 379-386
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KEY WORDS: construction joints; sealing; mechanical stresses; chemical stresses,
sealing strIps
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I
I
EINFLUSS EINER THERMISCHEN UND MECHANISCHEN NACHBEHANDLUNG AUF DAS
DAUERSCHWINGSVERH1'.LTEN INKROMIERTER SCHRAUBEN, Metall,· Vol. 21, No.9, September
1967, pp. 920-924
The study of the effect :)f thermal and mechanical posttreatment on the fatigue
behavior of chromized bolts was aimed at finding a method for counteracting the
unfavorable effect of chromizing temperatures. For the steels and bolts used in
this study, heating to 975C, holding 30 minutes, quenching in water, then tempering
30 minutes at SOOC and water cooling, followed by finish rolling of threads with
130 kp pressure had the desired effect. The test data, including other mechanical
properties, are tabulated and plotted. In .German.
I
KEY WORDS: posttreatment; fatigue behavior; chromized bolts
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I II PREVENTING STRESS-CORROSION CRACKING IN THREADED FASTENERS, Metal Progress, Vol. 92, I
No.3, September 1967, pp.85-88 I
Tests have indicated that rolling filleted heads and threads after heat treatment I
increases the life of a 260,000 psi bolt from about 2 hr. to at least 74 hr. Also
bolts of AISI Hll steel loaded to 90% of their proportional limit lasted at least
995 hr. with nickel-cadmium diffused coating; the majority showed no failure after
1587 hr. The use of a bolting material with a high inherent resistance to stress-
corrosion cracking is, probably the best solution. Coating improves resistance to
stress-corrosion cracking. Nickel and nickel-cadmiurr:t coatings provide a considerable
increase; and electroplated cadmium more than doubles the resistance. Materials
which resist stress-corrosion cracking are austenitic stainless steels, nickel-base
alloys and titanium. Stress alloy cracking can be prevented by diffusing -cadmium
into an underlayer of nickel to form a nickel-cadmium alloy which has a much higher
melting point.
KEY WORDS: heat treatment; stress-corrosion cracking; high strength bolts;
coatings; alloy
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Brechting, Frank J., Jr.
THE FIRST HOT-DIP GALVANIZED BRIDGE IN THE U. S., Civil Engineering - ASCE, October
1967, pp. 56-59
Stearns Bayou Bridge in Michigan is the first completely hot-dip galvanized bridge
in the U. S. In designing the bridge, future maintenance was a prime consideration.
Restrictions against galvanizing the faying surfaces of friction-type joints are based
on an assumed slippage in the joint.. Research and experience indicate this does not
occur. For example, tests show that after an initial insignificant movement (0.013 to
0.025 in.), the galvanized joint is equal or superior to bare steel joints. The
tendency of galvanized contact surfaces to "lock-up" under pressure may cause prob-
lems in joining galvanized nuts and bolts. But proper lubrication with beeswax was
found to eliminate .the problems. Experience indicates that a hot-dip galvanized sur-
face is much tougher than often assumed to be.
KEY WORDS: corrosion; design; girder bridges; galvanizing; maintenance; protective
coatings
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THE JOHN HANCOCK CENTER, Civil Engineering - ASCE, October, 1967, pp. 38-42
The structural system developed for the .100-story John Hancock Center in Chicago is
described as an "optimum column-diagonal truss-tube". It consists of regularly spaced
exterior columns interconnected with diagonal members and horizontal spandrel beams in
such a way that the exterior columns act together in carrying the gravity loads and in
resisting horizontal wind forces. Field bolting was used extensively throughout the
structure wherever possible. In effect, the exterior columns form a rigid tube canti-
levering out of the ground to the top of the building. The system prOVides maximum
stiffness without resorting to the flexrual stiffness of the individual columns and
girders, thus enabling a considerable savings in materials. Average weight of steel
in the entire project is 29.7 pst.
KEY WORDS: apartment bUildings; design; office buildings; stiffness; structural
engineering; tubes; wind (air movement)
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Stetina, Henry.J.
MAXIMUM A325 BOLT LOADS AT A GLANCE, Engineering Journal, American Institute of Steel
Construction, Vol. 4, No.4, October 1967, pp. 143-8
This paper suggests a technique for selecting high strength bolts that is advantageous
in building-type structures where both friction and bearing-type connections can be
used. The problem is centered on a rather narrow range of supporting material thick-
ness (webs, etc) where the several limitations on bolt capacities seemingly converge.
Maximum bolt values, contact surfaces, and threads in shear planes are discussed in
the article. Tables of bolt capacities are included in the article.
KEY WORDS: high strength bolts; bearing-type connections; friction-type connections
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BEARING-TYPE BOLTED HYBRID JOINTS, Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE, Vol. 93,
ST5, Proc. Paper 5522, October 1967, pp. 363-382
The results of an analytical study of hybrid steel bolted joints of A36, A440, and
A514 steel are presented. T.he joints were fastened by either A325 or A490 bolts.
The studies were designed to determine the effect of variables on the joint strength.
The major variables studied were joint length and the ratio of the net plate area,
An' to the total fastener shear area, As. The studies indicated that the average
shea:..' strength of hybrid joints was equal or greater th~n the average shear strength
of homogeneous joints. Hybrid joints behaved similarly to homogeneous joints in
that as the joint length was increased, the average shear strength decreased. Also,
a decrease in An/As ratio in hybrid joints was accompanied by the decrease in average
shear strength experienced with homogeneous joints. Currently used (1966) design
stresses were examined and it was demonstrated that increasing allowable stresses in
both A325 and A490 bolts would have little effect on the minimum factor of safety in
bearing-type connection.
KEY WORDS: analysis; bolts; joints; shear strength; steels; structural engineering
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TESTS OF BOLTED BUTT SPLICES, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 317.11, Lehigh
University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, December 1967
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MAINTAINING TIGHTNESS OF THREADED FASTENERS, Assembly and Fastener Methods, Vol. 5,
No. 11, November'-1967, pp. 28-31
A better understanding of why threaded fasteners loosen in service has resulted
from the investigations carried out by the Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America.
Based on a report issued by the latter, specific factors are' discussed which con-
tribute to loosening and also, theoretical conclusions are confirmed by the in-
tensive vibration testing.
KEY WORDS: ·threaded fasteners; loosen; vibration testing
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UBER DIE BETRIEBSFESTIGKEIT VON GESCHWEISSTEN UND GENIETETEN STAHL VERBINDUNGEN,
Stehl und Eisen, V~l. 87, No. 24, November 30, 1967, pp. 1465-1472
The service strength of welded and riveted or bolted joints in structural steel is
ex,;mined. The results of large scale tests and their statistical evaluation are
presented as a basis for a proposal for a system of universal treatment of time-
rupture and endurance data for use in the safe design of steel structures. In
German.
KEY WORDS: joints; welded; riveted; bolted; structural steel; strength; time-
rupture
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Vasarhelyi, Desi, D. and Chen, Chi-Chiang
BOLTED JOINTS WITH PLATES OF DIFFERENT THICKNESS, Journal of the Structural Division,
ASCE, VoL 93, No. ST6, December 1967, pp. 201-211
The effect of difference in thickness of the main plates in a joint bolted with high
tensile bolts has been investigated for l-in. plates joined to a 7/8 in. and a 15/16 in.
plate, respectively. The efficiency in resisting slip is reduced with increasing the
difference of main- plate thickness. The number of rows of bolts and the distance of
the first row from the edge of the thinner plate are significant factors which may be
used to restore to some extent such loss in efficiency.
KEY WORDS: bolts; joints (junctions); fabrication; structural engineering; thickness
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I
The results of experimental studies of constructional alloy (A514) steel butt splices
fastened by A325 bolts are reported. Also included are the results of the experi-
mental studies on hybrid steel joints fastened by A490 and A325 bolts. The test
results are comparable to the theoretical studies on ultimate strength and the dis-
tribution of load among the fasteners. The slip coefficient of a grit-blasted steel
faying surface is about 0.34. The use of higher allowable shear stresses for A325
and A490 bolts in bearing-type connections is found appropriate.
KEY WORDS: bolts; butt splice; hybrid joints; slip; steel;' ultimate strength
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Grigor'ev, V. P. and Shirkov, V. F.
VLIYANIE MASSHTABNOGO FAKTORA NA PROCHNNOSTNYE KHARJ\KTERISTIKI BOLTOVYKH SOEDINENII,
Izvestiya Vysshikh Uchebnykh Zavedenii, Mashinostroenie, No.5, 1967, pp. 47-51
The effect of the scale factor on the strength characteristics of bolted joints is
examined. The influence of bolted joint dimensions on strength, stiffness, endurance
limit, and creep is investigated, goemetrical similarity being observed. It is
concluded that the scale effect must be taken into consideration when designing bolted
joints working in conditions of cyclic loading and elevated temperatures. In Russian.
KEY WORDS: scale factor; strength; bolted joints; joint dimensions
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ASSEMBLAGE PAR BOOLONS HR AUX U.S.A., (HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTING IN U.S.A.), Construction
Met.allique, No.4, 1967, pp. 26-35, Translation AISC Journal
Many millions of high strength structural bolts have been used since their introduction
twenty years ago. To perform their task effectively the bolts must be properly in-
stalled. In this article the author attempts to answer some of the questions occa-
sionally raised concerning the two principal types of fasteners now in use: the
allowable stresses permitted for them, their behavior under combined stresses,. the
re-use of high strength bolts, and the current installation and inspection procedures.
KEY WORDS: bolts; fasteners; inspection; installation; stress
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Sfintesco, D. and Dauphin, P.
ASSEMBLAGE DOUTRE-POTEAU PAR BOULONS HR, ( HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTING OF BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS),
Constr\.lction Metallique, No.4, December 1967, pp. 15-25
Joints made with high-strength bolts, such as those between beams and columns, transmit
shear forces and are subjected to bending moments. The tests performed were of two
types and each type was performed 011 two types of joints. The first test applied only
a shear force to the joint while the' second test applied the maximum permissible
bending force and a shear force, the results of which confirm the stipUlations made
in the most recent codes.
KEY WORDS: bolts; bending moment; joint; shear
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Dubrovskii, A. F.
DETERMINING THE LOAD FACTOR IN DESIGNING BOLTED JOINTS, Russian Engineering Journal,
Vol. 47, No.1, 1967, pp. 46-47, Translation of Vestnik Mashinostroyeniya
Equations and tabular data are presented for determining the load factor, for bolted
joints. This load factor is defined by a few variables such as' the total thickness
of the parts being joined, the thickness of one of the plates being joined, the cross-
sectional area of the defo'rmation cylinder that surrounds the bolt shank, and the
modulus of elasticity of the material. Using these equat;ions, values of load factor
are tabulated and an example is postulated and solved to illustrate the use of the
equations and table.
KEY ~ORDS: joints; load factor
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Harrison, H. B.
GENERAL ELASTIC ANALYSIS OF BOLTED AND WELDED CONNECTIONS ECCENTRICALLY LOADED IN SHEAR,
Journal of the Australian Insitute of Steel Construction, Vol. 1, No.2, 1967
Two simple computer programs are described which can be useful in the analysis of eccen-
trically loaded bolted and welded shear connections. The data required for both types
of connection is the minimum information necessary to define the problem. The assump-
tions made in the analysis are the same as in traditional methods of design of eccentric
connections and the' main advantages of the programs are firstly, the ability to analyze
large and complex cormections for the most general loading connections and, secondly,
the removal of the need to provide symmetrically arranged connections for the sale
reason of facilitating hand analysis. Examples are described when the programs have
been applied to some typical connections.
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CALCULATIONS FOR PARTIALLY LOOSENED BOLTED JOINTS, Russian Engineering Journal, Vol. 47,
No.2, 1967, pp. 33-36 (Translation of Vestnik Mashinostroyeniya)
A series of theoretical design equations for the calculation of joint strength under
conditions of partial joint looseness is presented. Two cases of deformation result-
ing from external loading are considered: (1) the compression of the bolt resulting
from external loading that creates a clearance under the bolt, causing the depth of
an imaginary compression "tuben located in the compressed part of the joint to de-
crease; and (2) the compression of the "tube" by external loading that creates a
clearance between the nut and the "tube".
I
KEY WORDS: joints; connection; joint strength; deformation
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Negri, R. J.
USE OF HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTS IN SYSTEM BUILDING, Acier-Stahl-Steel, No. 10, October 1967,
pp. 427-430
A discussion on the friction grip joint with a heavy emphasis on the advantages of
using high-strength bolts is presented. The advantages of high-strength bolting in
system building are brought out. The method of making a heat-treated bolt is in-
cluded. The grades of the bolts now being used in Europe are defined.
67-50
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Popov, E. P. and Pinkney, R. B.
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BEHAVIOR OF STEEL BUILDING CONNECTIONS SUBJECTED TO REPEATED INELASTIC STRAIN REVERSAL-
EXPERIMENTAL DATA, Structural Engineering Laboratory Report SESM67-31, University of
Californic, Berkeley, Calif., December 1967
Detailed results of load-reversal tests of twenty-three steel beam-column connections
are presented. The principal philosophy of this experimental program has been to
provide information useful to the designer. Thus detailing, fabrication and inspection
were required to follow standard industry practice.
KEY WORDS: load-reversal; steel; beam-column connections
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BEHAVIOR OF LARGE AS14 STEEL BOLTED JOINTS, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report
No. 317.13, February 1968
The results of analytical and experimental studies of constructional alloy (11.514) steel
bolted joints show that AS14 steel joints using high strength bolts do not produce
desirable behavior in th.eir members if the elements of the joints are designed according
to current (1968) practice. The study shows that the ratio of net area to gross mem-
,bel' area and the ratio of net area to total bolt shear area need to be considered in
the design of A514 steel tension members. Some type of upset end, such as an incre'ase
in plate width or thickness in the region of the joint can be used to provide the re-
quired net to gross member area to insure yielding of the gross cross-section before
the ultimate load of the joint is reached.
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I Report of the Task Committee on Structural Connections, Alfred E. Pearson, Chairman.8IBLIOGRAPHY ON BOLTED AND !UVETED STRUCTURAL JOINTS, Journal of the Structural DivisionFebruary 1968
BrOOkhart, George C., Siddiqi, I. H. and Vasarhelyi, Desi D.
This is to announce publication of the Bibliography on Bolted and Riveted Structural
Joints as ASCE Manual No. 48, edited by John W. Fisher and L. S. Beedle. Presented in
"'tl1TS1)ibliography are abstracts of more than 600 articles covering work performed
during the past two decades on bolted and riveted joints. In addition to chronologically
arranged abstracts and references, there are such additional features as a graphical
summary of work showing typical test joints, a complete author and subject index, and a
review of highlights of the changes made from time-to-time in the Council Specification.
Also, a fairly complete historical account of research and design experience on bolted
and riveted bolts has been prepared.
68-2
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SURFACE TREATMENT OF HIGH-STRENGTH BOLTED JOINTS, Journal of the Structural Division,
March 1968
I
The effect of galvanizing on the ASTM 11.325 and 11.490 high-strength bolts and the per-
formance of bolted joints under static loads in which the faying surfaces were gal-
vanized, cold zinc painted, metallized, treated with vinyl wash or with another rust-
preventing paint, were studied. Comparisons were made with nongalvanized bolts and
with joints with untreated mill-scale surfaces. The torque necessary to tighten the
high-strength bolts is increased by galvanization, but this effect may be almost
eliminated by the use of power torquing, or by lubrication. The hot dip galvanizing
gave an overage coefficient of friction of 0.23; the other surface treatments gave
values between that of dry mill-scale and that of sand-blasted metal surfaces.
I KEY WORDS: friction; galvanizing; high-strength bolts; joints(junctions) j processing;structural engineering 62-3
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory
BOLTED JOINTS UNDER SUSTAINED LOADING, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, California, 1968
A study was made of 110 bolted structural assemblies which were exposed to long term
static shear stress, long term static shear stress with a superimposed transverse
vibration and short term static shear stress with repetitive load reversals. The
program studied the effect of such variables as joint and fastener coatings, bolt
design and strength level, shear and tension stress, and balanced design tension-shear
ratio. I study of time dependent slip in bolted assemblies is also presented. The
outstanding result is the discovery.that joint slip is a time dependent phenomenon.
The time dependent steady state slip observed in these tests demonstrates that normal
factors of safety against slip under instantaneous loading do .not apply to sustained
loads. The slip behavior under all types of loading is directly related to the shear
stress on the bolts and only indirectly related to the stress in the connected members.
High Strength Bearing Bolts are much less sensitive to faying surface conditions.
Joint slip behavior under stress reversal is essentially similar to that under uni-
directional stress.
KEY WORDS: bolts; joints; coatings; sustained loading; time dependent slip
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE DAMPING IN A LAP-JOINT, Journal of the Structural Division,
May 1968
LOAD DISTRIBUTION IN MULTIPLE-BOLT TENSION JOINTS J Journal of the Structural Division,
May 1968
The problem of the geometric and surface factors affecting the interface damping in a
lap joint is considered, and leads to suggestions on dimensional arrangements and sur-
face treatments necessary to maximize this energy dissipation. It is shown that the
width of the joint should be a minimum, and that any surface treatment of the interface
should make it smoother and reduce the shear strength and local modulus. Gross slip
shOUld be allowed to occur at occasional critical loadings.
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Cramer, Calvin O.
An analytical and experi~ental investigation is presented, and a simplified analytical
method is derived that closely predicts experimental results. The analysis is dI;fliect
to butt-type timber tension joints under loading in the elastic range. A program of
tests was designed to study the distribution of load among the bolts and the effect ::>f
of the joint properties on the distribution for comparison with theoretical results.
Joints containing six or more bolts in a row are found to have a highly uneven dis-
tribution of bolt loads, and the two end bolts together usually carryover 50% of the
load. The addition of more than six bolts in a row does not substantially increase
the elastic strength of thejoint. Small misalinement of bolt holes may cause large
shifts in bolt loads. The most even distribution of bolt loads occurs in a butt joint
in which the, extensional stiffness of the main member is equal to that of both splice·
plates. Some slight redistribution of load from the more heavily loaded end bolts to
the less heavily loaded interior bolts takes place when bolt bearing is the mode of
failure.
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THE EFFECT OF RECTANGULAR AND CIRCULAR FILLERS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF BOLTED JOINTS
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 318.4, May 1968 I'
~hirty-siX bolted tests with either circular washers or rectangular filler plates
~nse~t:d between the. faying surfaces were tested to determine their slip behavior.
All JOInts were fabrIcated from I in. f1.36 steel plate and were fastened by 7/8 in.
A325 bolts. The study showed that there was a decrease in slip resistance when filler
p~ates or washers were inserted between the main and lap plates. Tack-welding the
flll:r. plate~ or washers to the main plate did not change the slip resistance. However,
the JOInts Wlt~ washe~s or filler plates tack-welded to the main plate did pick up load
fas~er after. flrs~ SlIp. There was no significant variation in slip resistance with
an Increase In thIckness of the filler plates.
I
KEY WORDS: bolts; fillers; circular washers; joints; slip
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EFFECT OF SURFACE COATINGS AND EXPOSURE ON SLIP BEHAVIOR OF BOLTED JOINTS, Fritz
Engineering Laboratory Report No. 318.5, June 1968
Eighteen joints of 1'36 steel were tested to investigate the effects of surface coatings
on slip behavior. All specimens were double lap butt splices with 1\325 high-strength
bolts. All joints were initially blast cleaned. Three joints had slotted holes.
Three were exposed :2,6, and 12 months without protective coatings. Nine were treated
with vinyl wash and linseed oil and exposed to an industrial environment for two months
before testing. Three were treated with vinyl wash coating without exposure. The
slotted holes and the protective coverings reduced slip resistance. There was no
significant effect in slip resistance with or without two months exposure to in-
dustrial environment.
I
KEY WORDS: bolts; joints; slip; coatings; slotted holes; rusting
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Lee, J. H. and Fisher, J. W.
BOLTED JOINTS WITH RECTANGULAR OR CIRCULAR FILLERS, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report
No. 318.6, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, June 1968
Thirty-six tests of bolted joints with either circular washers or rectangular filler
plates between the faying surfaces were. tested to determine their slip behavior. All
twenty-one joints were fabricated from 1 in. A36 steel plate and were fastened by
7/8 in. A325 bolts. Fifteen joints-had clean mill scale on all contact surfaces; twelve
of these joints were then tested with washers inserted between the faying surfaces.
After this first testing the joints were blast cleaned and retested. Six joints had
circular washers inserted between the faying surfaces} six had rectangular fillers
inserted. Six additional joints were fabricated and tested with different size rec-
tangular fillers inserted. This study showed a decrease in slip resistance when filler
plates or washers were inserted between the main and lap plates. Tack-welding the
ftller plates or washers to the main plates did not change the slip resistance. The
joil)ts with washers or filler plates tack-welded to the main plate did pick up load
faster after first slip. There was no significant variation in slip resistance with
an increase in thic~ess of the filler plates.
KEY WORDS: bolted joints; circular washers; rectangular fillers; slip behavior;
tack-welding
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Discussion of COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION IN JOINTS OF VARIOUS STEELS, by.. D. D. Vasarhelyi
and K. C. Chiang, Structural Division, ASCE, Vol. 94, No. ST4, April 1968, pp. 1072-1074
The intent of this discussion is to clarify the terminology used in the paper, par-
ticularly the use of the phrases "major slip", "slip coefficient", and "nominal co-
efficient of friction". Only four of the 25 tests adhere to ·the use of the term
"major slip", defined as a sudden major slip into complete bearing. Clarification is
wanted with reference to the.21 tests which slipped gradually. Further clarification
is wanted for the terms slip coefficient and nominal coefficient of friction since the
present author has found a difference between the two and is convinced that the slip
coefficient has a far more important physical significance than the nominal coefficient
of friction. It is design condition. The reported data, 15% of the large joints
slipped into bearing suddenly, is a complete reversal of the writer's experience in
that 90% of the larger joints at Lehigh slipped into bearing suddenly. This variation
suggests that the mode of slip is affected to a large degree by ctJ,anges in joint size
and tes t methods.
KEY WORDS: major slip; slip coefficient; nominal coefficient of friction
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Yoshida, N. and Fisher, J. W.
BEHAVIOR OF LARGE SHINGLE SPLICES THAT SIMULATE BRIDGE JOINTS, Fritz Engineering
Laboratory Report No. 340.2, Leh1gh Unlverslty, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, June ~968
This paper summarizes the work on two full size simulated bridge joints and five
s~ll.butt splices. One large joint. was fastened with A325 bolts and the other joint
wlth A5~2 G::. 1. rivets. The joint elongation behavior,. local slip behavior and the
forc.e ~lstr1b':'-t10n ~ere observed ~or ~ach joint. The test results indicated clearly
t~at substant1al Sl:p. does. oc?ur In rlveted joints. The comparison between the large
rlveted and bolted J01nts. 1.nd1.cated that the magnitude of slip in the riveted joint
~as more than half the sl1.p that occurr~d in the bolted joint. The joint tests also
1.11ustrated that complex bolted joints are unlikely to slip the fUll amount of the
Ix:'lt hol~ clearance .. It.was also c<:>nfirmed that the higher allowable stresses pro-
vlded. sUltabl~ behav10r 1n the work1ng load range and up to joint slip. A theoretical
elas~1c solut1.on was developed ~or the load partition in a shingle joint. The solution
pro':'l?-es ~he stress resultants 1n all plate elements and at all fastener shear planes.
~t loS bel1.eved that the theoretical solution can be used to check the load distribution
~n the large test joints. Also it should be extended into the inelastic region.
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WHY TITAN'S BOLTS FAILED, Metal Progress, Vol. 93, No.1, January 1968, pp. 103-4, 107-8
A s'eries of bolts on several thrust control valves made of 17-4PH stainless steel in the
H900 condition (solution treated and aged one hour at 900F) failed at Cape Kennedy.
Several broke at· the shank, and failure was attributed to stress-corrosion cracking.
But results could not be duplicated in the laboratory with salt-solution irrunersion
tests until the real cause was established, the secondary effect of galvanic coupling-
hydrogen embrittlement. Two methods can be used to prevent hydrogen embrittlement in
17-4PH bolts; one is to age the bolts an additional hour at l,OOOF and the other is to
coat the bolts with grease which acts as an insulator between the dissimilar metal
couples and eliminates the galvanic cell reaction.
KEY WORDS: bolts; l?olt failure; stress-corrosion cracking; surface treatments
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